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STUDENTS!

Our Hot Dogs are univer=
sally know n as THE BEST
They can't be beaten!
We carry a full line of

CRANE PAPERS
HIGHLAND LINEN
LINEN LAWN

Now BACK To

: Candy. Ice-cream, and

1Smoker•s Supplies

50c

;

MAX ·ALLEN

75c

Now BACK To

SUCCESSOR T O

88 CENTRAL ST. , BANGOR , ME ,
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Texaco Gasoline
?
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! INSURAN[E

Better gasolin e and costs no more
than others. Try it and b e convinced

Also Use

I

Texaco Non=Carbon

Gu~~~~~o b~:~

oil

on .the market

~OF-

ALL

~~t~b~?~~r ~e~r!~,
Bangor Maine

L. W. S~m~r~ [~.

!

MORE mileage and
MORE power.
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Students Attention!
If You Plan To Go To College
or

To Enter Some Line of Business

INSURANCE
Can be used as a means of providing the necessary funds.
Phone, write or see

THE GRAHAM-IVERS COMP ANY
First National Bank Bldg,

Patronize Our Advertlaera
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D. A. Ror)inson
Elmer E . Brown
Charles B. Doron, D . 0.
John B. Thompson
llarrison L. Robinson
Bertram ,_,, Bryant
Jarvis B. Woods
llarris J. Milliken
/\. E . Small
James D. Clement
\\I. E . . Whitney
W. S. Purinton
l I. c. Scribner
Daniel l\lcCann
c. D. Edmunds
J a111es F. Cox
!~alp!' If, Kno11·les

t

c.
c.
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The following doctors of the City of Bangor, believing in the Bangor High School
"Oracle," wish to help support the magaz111e:

I

S. Philbrick
II. Burgess
L. J. Wright
F. Starrett
J.
A. II. Schriver
Harry w. Osgood
w. L. Hunt
W. Merritt Emerson
Blanche M. Mansfield

.............................. v ...........................................
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Compliments of' !l.Jangor-' s L a wyers.·
E. C. Ryder
Edgar M. Simpson
Geo. E. Thompson
Cornelius J. O'Leary
E. P. Murray
Donald F. Snow
Charles H. Reid, Jr.
J. B. Mountaine
Hiram J. Preble
James P. Quine
Geo. F. Eaton
D. I. Gould
Edward J. Hudon
Terence B. Towle
Frederick B. Dodd
Abraham M. Rudman
Simon G. Levi
Taber D. Bailey
Wilfred I. Butterfield
Raymond Fellows
Myer W. Epstein
Jam es M. Gillin
C. P. Conners
B. W. Blanchard
C. D. Bartlett
William M. Warren
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Compliments o/ !l.Jangor's ~enlists:
Frank H.

Mead

H. E. Mongovan
F.

E.

Maxfield

Geo. A. Phillips
H.

J.

c.

McMahon

F. Woodbury

June B. Robinson
R.

s.

Higgins

c.

H.

King

H.J. McGint1
Johnson & Whitcomb
C. E. Sawyer
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New England's Largest Army and Navy
Store now Open to the Public.
Everything For Ca1npers such as
Army Breeches
Tents
Canteens
Mess kits
Army Stoves
Saddles
Hats
Army Shoes

t

it

Officers' Shoes
Navy Shoes
Army and Navy
Underwear
Automatic Revolvers
Navy Hammocks
Uniforms
Cheverons

Pistol Belts
Cartridge Belts
Rain Coats
Leather Puttees
Spiral Puttees
Army Shirts Knapsacks
Army Knives, Forks
and Spoons

ARMY & NAVY TRADING CO.
14 Broad St.,

Next Door to Harvey's Hardware Store
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Palace of Sweets Co.
HOME MADE CANDIES
ICE CREAM
56 Main Street, Bangor, Maine
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to please Y0 U by
We aim

carrying goods you want at

Right Prices

Dunham-Hanson Co.
3J: - 39 Mercantile Square

Bangor

Maine.
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YOUR RUGS RESTORED
by our new washing process

JUST LIKE NEW
Our Work Guaranteed
98 Hammond St.
Tel. 2-R

Bangor Cleaning Co.
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For Your Convenience.

i

Leave Your Laundry Bundle With us

Bangor Stea111 Laundry
Coinpany
OFFICE, 99 CENTRAL ST.

PLANT,

Tel. 649-W

125-125

l
i•

FERN ST.

Tel. 649-R
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FASHION

THE

In npparel ror rn1 College Spori-s, stuclv
uncl rorrnul 74ctlvities.
ro r "Be ttv Wal es" clllCl
AGEN -r s In Tl1i s Citv
"Pcogv PdiQe" Dresses.
WOOD C&l. EWER CO .

WE SPEGIALIZE
SOLE

.....................................,_.....,.............!.......... .........................
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East Side

1

j DIEGES&CLUST

Pharmacy 1 }

32 State St.
CHAS. H. DAVIS, Prop.

<"Ifwe madeit, it's right.")
MANUFACTURING
SPECIAL TY JEWELERS

+
Class Rings
Class Pins
Medals

Prescriptions
Fine Chocolates
Soda

73 TREMONT STREET

Ice Cream

BOSTON, 9

MASS .
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S. L. Crosby Sporting Goods Co.
150 EXCHANGE STREET, BANGOR
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Kineo Mill End Co.
Cotton & Woolen Goods, Towels, Remnants
A Complete Line of White Organdies and Voiles.

Bangor, Me.

48 Columbia St.
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/\. 0. Y/\TES SHOE CO.
UP-TO-DATE

FOOTWEHR
Appropriate Styles at Appropriate Prices for Graduation.

81 Hammond Street,

Bangor, Maine
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....................-. .................... ................................•
70 Bath Tubs
75 Lavatories
12 Sinks

N. H. Bragg & Sons
IRON AND
STEEL

were in the car of
ENAMELWARE

just r eceived d irect
from the factory.
That is why w e are
s elling plumbing fixtures at s uch a low
price. . . . . . · · ·

HEAVY HARDWARE

GARAGE SUPPLIES

C.H. BABB &CO.
.. ........................................ .................................... .
74•78 Broad St.

LINCOLN - BANGOR
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Maine Sales & Novelty Co., Inc.
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
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Watches, Clocks and Silverware
40 Central St.

Tel. 3006
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NEW

H0<m••

COTTON. BLOUSES
Organdie and gingham trimmed

Plumbing and Heating

at

Agents for
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l
Homer Pipeless Furnaces

~

Telephone 2096-R

42 Columbia St.

Bangor, Me.
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All the latest in

HAIR GOODS

Teacher of Banjo

To Let
Theatrical Wigs
and Beards
for all classes of

Pupil of Lansing in Boston

Entertainments

LOVERING'S

l
.. ............................. ................................
22 Ohio St.
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Edgar L. Tibbetts

to

ON[ llRICE AT
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Tel. 944-X

European Hair Store
52 Main St., Bangor, Me .
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H. M. PULLEN, Teacher of VIOLIN
Pupils Prepared for Professional Work
SOCIETY HALL

EXCHANGE ST
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AMBITION
"uhe ulzouglzts o/ Youth are Long" Long ulzouglzts"
Whether your dreams for the future be those of travel, of education,
of business, of service, or of whatever is worth while, you will require money for their realization.
Give your ambiti on a chan ce. Start now to s:ive. $1.00 opens an
account here and we pay
4 % Interest Compounded Quarterly

MERRILL
~·

TRUST COMPANY

......................................................................................... .
C. WINFIELD RICHMOND
PIANIST AND TEACHER

Pupil of Philipp, ( Paris ) s Joseffy , ( New York)

-'PWEN1'IETH SEASON, f;,E PTEMBER 12, 1921Played at Institute of France by Invitation of Widor, 1920

....................................................................
Studio in the Pearl l:luilding- Entire Top Floor

~
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COMPLIMENTS OF

THE NEW YORK SYNDICATE
118 MAIN STREET, BANGOR, MAINE
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THE

ORACLE

Published Monthly by the
Students of the
Bangor High School

Subscriptions:
$r.oo per Annum
in advance

The " Oracle" i approv ·d by th

'l'Hg
'I'he "Oracle'' is for sale at Bean's, Clare's and Eldrid re's, and at the High School

Address all business communications to

RI

P.

IIARD

DI~NA 'O, 322 Center
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By Florence Harriman, '22.
Today, as we come to the end of one trip
'fliat we've made in the voyage of life,
\Ve are pained as we stand on the deck of
the ship
That has borne us along without strife.
For we know there's a break; our courses
divide
And the moments before us fly.
\Ve have traveled and toiled so long side
hy side,
But tonight we must say good-bye.

\\' e each uf us board a ship that is new,
For we must not and cannot delay;
The waves of the time are bearing us
through,
Though the anchors 11·e fain \\'ould stay.
llut \1·e all shall sail on the same great sea
With the same great passions and hope;
To uur teachers true ever grateful we'll be
.\s 11·ith many a \1·hirlpool we cope.
T110 banners bright o'er the voyagers shall
Jh·
-,
, \ l the stern and again at the bow:
The crimson and white of dear Bangor
J!igh.
:\11d the silver and blue we avow.
When we all glide in toward the homeland
port
.\lay this he the thought th;it controls:
"Ever on ward an cl upward has been my
effort."
May it come from the depths of our
souls!

•

EDWIN M. SHORT

BI,ANCIIH DOWDHN

President

Vice-President

OFFICERS
CLASS OF 1922

MARJORIE l(. HARBER

Secretary

RODHRT W. COYNE
'J'reat111rcr

''Onward and Upward ''
Abbott, Cecelia L.

Cecelia is on e of that kind of girls who
always finds a way to get along in this
world. We'll bank on Cecelia to come out
on top!

Ambrose, Mary E.
Jf the class of 1!):2:2 should lose
Mary it would lose one of the most
likeable girls it has.

Anderson, John R.
Once in a great while we hear from John
and then when we do we always hear somcth:ng worth while. Keep it up, Johnny!

Atwood, Paul E.
Paul holds two positiorn>. He is
TII I~ musician when it comes to the
violin and he is the original woman
hater. It is all Paul can do to force
himself to speak to 'em. He told us
that, himself!
O rchestra
(4 )
( Con c ertmaste r ) .
Band ( 4 ) . Junior Exhibition. Class
H istory. R. 0. T. C. ( 2 ) . Dramat ic
Cl u b. "The Man W ithout a Country."

Baker, Franklin G.
H" forgets his cares
\\'hen he's all alone,
Dy playing jazz
On his slide trombone.
Band (4 ). Orchestra (4 ) .

R.

0.

T.

C.

(2 ) .

Baldwin, Virginia E.

"Ginney"

our futurP Colby student,
so wise, knowing and prudent;
Jn all Jwr studies she gets A,
A missionary she'll lle some day;
0\'<'I' the S<'a sh<• longs to roam,
Africa i:i to be her horn .
Debutantes. Hono r Essay.

Ball, Grace C.
Just a trifle shy, aren't you, Grace'? Yet,
after we got to know her we found her to
be a peach of a girl.

Barakat, George
George is like CaPHar, he is amhitlous but
Georg<•
has
Caesar
Rtoppl'd a mile, for (lporge aspires to
Harvard. Caesar had no ambition
that can compare to that nor did he
have any college exams. George ls a
grrater man than Caesar -so far.
nut they all weaken in the long run.
However, George h:rn our bacJ(ing to
the limit.
O rchest ra (4). R . 0 . T . C. Dram at ic Cl ub. " T he Man W it hout a
Country.'

Barber, Marjorie E.
After finding Marjorie tlw Jdnd oC girl
that she is we were sorry sh wall not with
us the first thrC'o years. ·with the experiPnce or n. II. S. office work behind her she
will become, without douht, a billing cleric
Secret ary ( 1). Office W ork.

Bean, Carlton,

" B eany"

\Vhen it comes to having a goo<.l
time "Ileany" ls right
th re. Ho
manages to study, too. What malws
you so tir 'd, Monday mornings,
"Beany"? Can it be that you clo all
your studying Sunday evening?
O racle Board . R. 0. T. C. (2).
Dra ma tic Club. " Th e Ma n W it hout a
Co u nt ry .''

Belinian, Mary E.
\Vhat can't thiH girl do lo a lYP<'Wl'il<'t"!
\\'o believe shP could typc•wril<' if Hl10 waH
hlindfold!'d and hPr hanchi w<•ro lied. And
hest of all she haH smil 'd h •r way into tlw
hC':trts of all of 11s.
H onor Essay ( Medal). Dra m a t ic C lub.

Bell, Walter R.
\Valtc•r joined uH in tho Junior ypai·,
c·oming all the way from th<' Colden
\\'c•st. lJP imnwdial!'ly HhOw!'d UH <L
few things \VP nev<'r kn<'w ahout hasohall. He's 1111iet but watch him 1-<ucec!'<l !

Baseba ll.

Bennett, Thelma M.

'!'hill 11lend!'r girl, so thf'y say,
J>of'S naught hut 11t11cly night :ttl(l day,
~o 'tis no wond r that "A" w1· flncl
On h(•I' r:mk c·anlf! and paJH'l'H of Pv<·1·y kind .
Girls' ~ ebati n g Societ y (3). " Dispatches
for W ashington." Deb utantes.

Berson, Morris T.
:\lorri,., who h<'lkv<'!I that H<'hool.i
huilt for tlu• olhf'r f<•llow hi 011<"
Of thti claa11'11 UW:lin<'..~H 111\'Jl, ,,
R. O. T. C. ().
a1·p

Billings, Irvin L.
As we have said before, his favorite song
is "Margie." He has managed in spite of
this to get through Bangor High and to
make himself popular with everybody in
general.
R. 0. T. C. (2).

Billings, Meda V.

"Billie"

Meda's favorite game is "winkem."
She claims she plays this innocent
game only at church socials but we
have our suspicions. Ask "Mackie,"
ho knows.

Black, Dorothy E.

"Dot"

Dot's with us in body if not in
spirit. She's an ardent believer in
co-education. Too bad all the colleges in the state don't share Dot's
views. Dot's been with us only four
years and yet she is graduating.
Congratulations, Dot. Is there no end
lo this girl's cleverness?
Debutantes. Junior Exhibition.
SemiFinals. Secretary (1). R. 0. T. C. Sponsor.

Blethen, Paul C.

A future engineer of our class!
Paul also holds a hand in the game of
hearts! He's not real talkative, however.
Orchestra (1). R. O. T. C. (2).

Bostrom, Freda
Freda says she enjoyed coming to B. H.
S. even if she did have to ride from Veazie
to get here. vVe wonder what the attraction was?
Debuta ntes.

Boudreau, Albert T.
You can bet on this: If Al succeeds as fast as he walks he will pass
half the class inside of two years.

Bowden, Blanche,

"Toots"

Here's to "Toots," a versatile girl,
vVhalPver is on, she's there in the whirl;
In music, in debating, in basketballShe has may accomplishments-we can't
name them all.
Vice-President
(1).
Girls'
Debating
Society
(2).
President
(1).
Debating
Society Plays.
Bates League
Debating
Team. Debutantes. Girls Basketball Team
(3), Manager (l).
Oracle Board
(2).
Dramatic Club (Secretary). Class Prophet.
R. O. T. C. Sponsor.

Bowe, L. Arlene,

"Boy"

Rlw's jtrnt a cunning, little Bowe
8lw is our class's chiefest joy, '
IlPr eyes, her ways, her saxaphone!
\Voulcl honor a queen on a royal
throne.
Oracle Board. Junior
Exhib ition
Semi-Finals. Dramatic Club.

Brown, Dorothy S.

" Dot"

Things arc never clull when ;;he's arou1Hl,
That's just becat1::;0 ;;he's "Tiger" Brown.
Seldom quiet fo1· more tlmn a minute,
l r there's fun going on, ::;he's right in il.

Brown, Frances I.
A noel ancl a smi' n ancl :i c lwery
word that's FnlnCl'S. An([ when you
come to think about it , what more
could one want'! She cloesn'l IJclicve
in bei n g con::;picuouH l)lll she's right
tlwi·p jw;t the ~nmc.
Dramatic Club.

Brown, Sadie G.

Sadie is one of those r1uil'l, unasHum;ng
girlH who arc friend;; Lu l vl·ryone who iH
fortunate enough to know LIH·m.

Burpee, Arlyne H.

"Beda"

Heda's a vamp with IJolJIJed black hair,
She's cla;;sy, ancl lJright and fair
An<l she 's always perfcelly Sl!Uare.
Debutantes.

Cameron, George A.

" ] orge"

If it wa::;n't for his winning Htnile George

might not have become the teaehet"s

lH'L.

It 1:; rumored Urnl (;eorge wdl !Jecome the

Presi<.lcnt
"Jorge."

of

.Mexico.

Watch

your

sLl'lJ,

R. 0. T. C. (2 ) .

Campbell, LeRoy A.
Helund 11is appean.1.nee and his
voice we have found CamplJell a Jrnu
f •!low, and IJe8ideH he ha8 !earned m
JJ. Jl. s. alJOut twu.:e as much a:> all
Lhe rest of th · da~rn put together.
Junior Exhibition. Senate.
Bates
Le a gu e
LJebat1ng
Tea m . Dra mati c
Club. "The Man W ithout a Country.'
Honor E ss ay ( Honora ble Mention ).
Lyford Speaking Cont est .

Chase, Dorothy M.
8l11"s good and ; ill"H good looking, a r1uiel,
l!llainl girl, likl' an o.d fasl11onl·d pall HJ'.

Clark, Frank T.

"Ikey Abie"

"ll<Ly" may ha\'l' a sort v<>ic·" anrl
hp rna;y lH• thin hut WP all arlmirc> him
for hr• haH SCHlll'(ht ll g
HOlllC' or 11 ..
ha.vpn't: A liking for work.
R. 0. T. C. (2).

Clark, Geraldine W.

" Jerry"

With her curls a-bob, or her bob a-curl,
vVe 'll say she's one sweet, attractive girl,
Violin or heart strings she doth easily bow
With a witching way we would all like to
know.
Orchestra (.t). Debutantes.

Cleary, Josephine C.

"Jo"

Josephine's full of fun, Josephine's
witty,
Josephine's
popular,
.Josephine's
pretty.
The "Maine" thing about her you all
must know
Ts, there's no one we all like better
than .Jo.
Oracle Board. Debutantes.

Clendenning, Shirley M.
DanC'ing's where we look for Shirley,
Dan c ing 's where you excell sweet girlie,
Dancing on the stage or floor.
'l'eaching one or teaching more.

Clough, Elizabeth P.

"Betty"

Betty, with your winning ways,
Betty, who's been winning A's,
Holyoke's going to win you, Betty,
A nil win a girl both bright and pretty.
Girls' Debating Society ( 1). "Dispatches fo r Washington ." Ring Committee.

Coffin, Isabel M.
Always laughing, always gay,
Hc•a<ly for fun on any day, .
That's Isabel.
\\'as the little bird that tells things right
wlwn he whispered that she would like to
give up stenography for the stage? \Ve'll
lw loolcing for you, Isabel.
Debu ta ntes.

Cohen, Ada,
A hie and willing is our little Ada

Jr anyone's in ·need of some help to
aid her;
On topics that'd give us a real brain
blizzard,
\\'e hav<• lo acknowledge she's a
veri!a1Jle wizard.

Cohen, David,
This Davi<l cannot
Xor <'V<'n a giant
llut wh<'n it comes
l I<' <'f•rtainly has

play a harp,
kill,
to selling clothes
some skill.
'

Cohen, Nathan,
,'\'athan Cohen '11 nev<>r shirk
IIis main purvosP is to work'
At first sight he may look co~.
J:ut Wh('n you know him he's some
hoy.

R. 0. T. C.

Collins, Raymond W.
We are proud of this big, jolly boy from
Orrington. He came to B. H. S. with one
notion, namely, of carrying through shot and
shell, the Star Spangled Banner or our R. 0.
'l'. C. Battalion.
R. 0. T. C. (4).

Coney, M. Evelyn,
Evelyn is an accomplishec1 young
lf,cly. She can make fudge or keep a
certain young foolliall hero busy, with
equal caS('. Madam0 will miss Ev0lyn'H busy chatter. .Just th0 same,
slw's a good Hport and a true friend.
Dramatic Club. Debutantes.

Connor, Dorinda E.
EV('n if Hichanl has first elaim,
Evt·ry one likes lwr just UH' Harne,
She's clC'ver and nice•, and shc"s popular,
, 'he'H onP or lhP lwst thal the1·C' ar<'.
Debutantes.

Conway, Mary A.
Smiling,
smiling,
smiling-thats
Mary.
L •ssonH never 'worry thiH
young miss; in fact, nothing does.
Junior Exh ibition Semi - Fnals.

Corning, Howard Jr.

"Buggins"

Our would-be gngli;;h Daron,
The inspirPd poet type,
'\\."c find him dolled in snow-while spats,
Varigatcd soclrn, and novelty cravalH,
Literary to the nth lkgrN',
A worlrl-famNl J>OC't lw'H falPcl to bC'.
R. 0. T. C. (2). Camp Devens ( f ).
Dramat ic Club. "The Man Without a
Country.'' Oracle Board.

Cotton, Albert H.
! I :eholcl our ller<'UIC's
'T'h!' pride• of Cho Cho !
R. 0 . T . C. (2).

Cowan, Manson W.
~lanson's

l>C•p11 h<'l'P only two yPnrs,
8P<·ms as though lw'cl l><•c•n four;
ff hf' hnshf'ul 'pparn to lH'.
C:C't him on a clnnr·p hall floor.

R. 0. T. C. ( f ).

Cox, Sumner,
~umn!'r Cox 1·amc• h!'l'<' from VPnzit'.
Hc·lling hy llw horcle
Lunch titk<'lH fast antl l':u-1y,
'l'hough a "flivl'I"' lw might not :L'l~orcl.

R. O. T. C. (2)

" Bob"

Coyne, Robert W.

Is there anything fine that cannot be said
about Bob? He holds all kinds of important
positions, wins all kinds of medals and
honors, a speaker, a writer, an actor is he,
and everything he attempts is a success.
H e is busy all of the time, but never too
busy lo do or say, always just the right
thing at the right time. Bob, we all like
you.
Jun ior
Exhibition
(Medal). Treasurer
( 1).
Basketball
( Manager) .
Dramatic
Club ( President ) . Senate ( V ice- President ).
Parting Address. "The Man Without a
Country." Lyford Speaking Contest.

Cunningham, H. Stanley,
''Stan''
In football he's good, in baseball he's
better,
In geometrical poetry he won his
letter.
As the "Sheik" he rose to fame
And in all honor he earned the name.
Football (2) .
Baseball.
Athlet ic
Council (1). Dramat ic Club.

Curran, Francis C.
No matter what you say about Francis
he's sure lo have a good time and to find
the bright side of life. He liked B. H. S.
fir~t rate and that's more than some can say.
R. 0. T. C. (2).

Cushing, Katherine,
One thing we won't forget and that
is Katherine.
Probably ten years
from now at our Reunion, we'll order
a sandwich or two from K.

Davis, Bertha A.

"Bert"

Bertie's a great "kidder." She's always
finding the good and bad part of us all as
she glides along. 'Twould have been impossible for the class to pull through if it
h:uln't heen for "Bert," "Dot" and "Peg."

Davis, Charles P.

"Chuck"

'l'he "Paderewski" of the classwhen it comes to anything played in
the key of C. Chucky divides his
lime between playing the piano and
administering to his curly locks. It
is not an even break, however, his hair
!\"dS a shade more attention than his
playing. However, we all have a
warm place for Charlie in our hearts
although we do pity him a little.
R. 0. T. C.
House.
Senate.
Football
Manager. Dramatic Club.

Davis, Pauline,

"Po.Uy"

Polly's cheeks arc pink as roses,
And her eyes are brights as stars;
As a grind she never poses,
Yl't no D her rank card mars.

Day, Florian S.
. lla ve you a mystPry in your life?
lf you have'. he carpful when Florian's

around, for he is Sherlock Holmes'
only rival. BesiclC's this he is THE
"SOC'ial Lion anc1 Ladie>i' Man" of the
class.
R. 0. T. C. (4). Track (3). R ifle
Club (1). Band (3). Dramatic Club.
"The Man Without a Country."

DeBeck, Gasper M.
While he was ·her<• he won many friends.
Uc had to lPavc on accounl of illnl'flS.
lJC're's hoping lhat lw becom<•s a pl'OfC'ssor
of physical training some day.

R. O. T. C.
Year.

Left school at end of Junior

DeMeritt, Ruth M.

"Ruth"

'I'IH'rc"fl a spark IP in hPr CY<'H,
An<l shP alway;; win;; a prizP.
l•'or ~h<"H always on tlw honor list
or students whOHP 11am<'H are rPacl in
chnpC'l.

Debutantes.

Denaco, Richard P.

"Dick"

This harnlsome hoy will
grertl financi<'r. W<' know
pul thP "Oraclt"' wh<'r<' it
also a clcvl'r hoy when
cornPr <Connor).

somC' clay lw a
thiH bl'causC' hL•
is today. Ile is
he> comes to a

Oracle Board (2)
Business
Manager.
R. O. T. C. Class Prophet. "The Man
Without a Country."

Doane, Virginia G.

"Ginger"

"Cro (o) nin (g)" He>e>mH lo h!• a
favorite with "Ging<•r" jusl at pres<'nl. bul WP womkr if HhP will <•ver
C'hange her lune.

Dow, James T.
Smiling an<l ;;hy. Never a wold-hP sorial
lion. Yet lw HL·Pms to lH' alive ancl to g<•t
jw;t as murh joy a;; somP of the n·sl.

R. 0. T. C. (2).

Downs, Raymond L.
This rPcl-twadl'!l chap with a hroa<l
HmilP gi\'!'H 1>romiHL' o[ smiling
his
way, lo famL' and forlunc. DonhllN•S
lw'll ha Vl' his ups and "Downs," an!l
pp1·haps his nl'sl may not h<' f'l':t tll'(•n•cl
with "Down,'' hul you <"an't "Down"
a >-nnih' lil<l' his.

R. 0. T. C.

Dowst, Henry S.

(2) .

"Dusty"

JT1·n• is a story 1<0 old that it's nPw,
Of a hoy who hacl no tirn•· for all hp <·oulll
do;
\\'p a 11 ><l<t nil an cl ga:w in a WP from afar.
At one· of the• •·la>H•'s most hl'illiant "HtatTH.''

Oracle

Board.

Senate.

Dramatic

Club.

Durgin, Agnes C.
A~n,.~· Hprain•·<l IH'l' lhurnh tohog-g.uung last wintf'r. \\'asn't it ll'lnily
Agnf'H, not to h'I\'(• to \\Tit•· c·HHa~·i.;'! ..

Dyer, Dorothea A .

" Dot"

A song, a smile,
\Vhom have we here?
A jolly, good pal,
\Vhy-it's Dot Dyer, dear.
Debutantes. Dra m a t ic Cl ub.

Empie, Ada D.
This little girl named F:mple
Is only as big as a sample.
nut if you are looking for one not a
shirker,
Just find Acla, for she's a hard worker.
Deb utantes. Girls'
Deba ti ng
S ociety . De ba t in g S ociety Pl ay. Dramatic Club.

Everett, Faye C.
A merry smile'. with dimples sweet,
This is a girl we Lke to meet;
Slw's there with the rank, and she's good
fun, too,
\\'l1at more could we expect one girl to do?
Deb uta ntes. Girl s' De bat in g Soc iety (3).
De bating S oc iety Plays. Dramatic C lub.

Fessenden, Mabel L.
Tall ancl stately, business-like and
a
worker. Everyone
who knows
il·TalH'l likes her better than ever each
time they see her.
De but a ntes.

Flanigan, Edmund T.

" Bunny"

_\ star? J should say!
Jn mo1·e ways than one;
Ile can llasketball play!
And bl'Sicl<'S all of that
l!P's ju~t full of fun!
Foot ba ll. Ba seba ll. Basketball

Flanigan, Lillian M.
Lillian has ort1y one worry,
'T'o kc<'JJ her hair in curl,
So she says she hopes it will hurry
Ancl grow out long once more.

Calpert, Dorothy,

" Dora"

Some girls like to ride,
Otlwrs likl' to walk,
Still othPrs lik<' to dance and sing,
But Dorn likes to talk.

Gillen, M. Madeline,

" M addy"

Car". fn'l', h<tppy ancl full of fun,
ls this swe:"t hrunC!!te of our 8 ,
ln 1la_m·mg ~he does quite excel
.Anrl_ m, many other things as well.
G irls" Debat1 ng Society. Dramatic
Club.
The Man W itho ut a Co u ntry."

Glass, Herbert C.
"Herbie"

"Mr. Fragile"

Looks are deceiving, we'll have to admit
When it comes to lhis boy who sure does fit
Wilh the Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors, all,
And especially with lhe Freshman small.
R. 0. T. C . Junior Exhibition ( Honorable
Me ntion ).

Goodwin, Halycon C.
A friend we've gol in Jialycon,
A true blue friend, indeed.
She's fUll or fun and a Hludcnl, loo,
Iler friends arc all agreed.

Gordon, Franklin,

"Franky"

Gordon by a tremendous effort in hiH lasl
year has pulled his allPntl::tncl' aventge up
to three clays a weelc Franky highly reeommPndH all hiH good qualiliC'H holh of 'C'm.
His Hpeciallies are Flappers and the Sax.
He plays them holh very well. His eloC'ution with the former and exPC'ulion with the
!alter rank about equal.
Orchestra
(4).
Band
(3).
Junior
Exhib itio n.

Graffam, Pearl R.
A PC'rious lillle maid is shC',
·who thinks of the future am1 what
she will he;
But nol for the world and all its gold
"\Vould we fil this girl into some other
molcl.
Oracle Board. Debutantes.
Ora·
matic Club.

Grant, Carolyn M.
Stop and look- you'll be RurpriRC'<1,
HerP'R a girl who is vl•ry wise,
II•·r card is simvly coverPd with A's
Anll shc"ll kPf'JJ on gC'lting thrm all lwr r1nys.

Grant, Gladys M.

Tlw <karest girl in the <'laHH of '22,
\VC' hopr shP will HllCl'l'l'<l in whall Vc1·
Hile may c1o!
\\'<' l'P with you <:hulys!
0

0

Grant, Luvie B.
\VP won<lc·1· whn t Wl' would SC'<'
lf w<' knl·w LuviP from A to %:.
\Ve ean guC"ss thal w<· wo111<1 Ii 1Hl
'J'h'.tt at a <hnr·c• slw wo111fl shinl'.

Granville, Pauline,
l'olly~

"Polly"

a won<IP1' at <lan<'ing-,
A gn·at mnny things c·an slw 110,
And tho' slu"s hl·<'n with UH for :i long
whil<".
8h(''H still winning friP11<lH hy lwr faH
einating smil<•.
Debutantes.

Greeley, Ethel R.
Ethel's the third point in that inevitable triangle. Maine and Bowdoin are the other two points. In
spite of all this responsibility Ethel
gets her lessons-that is, most of 'em.
Ethel hates to be interviewed on such
subjects as lessons and other minor
things but when it comes to what
the well-clressecl woman shoulcl wear,
etc .. we hand Ethel the prize.
Debutantes.

Griffin, Edna M.
This tall, shy, conscientious girl always does her best. \\Tish we all clid
as much.

Griffin, Helen,

"Shrimp"

Big J>rown eyes, bobbed reel curls,
\Ve know her as nicest of girls,
Helen always has a smile,
Making everybody's life worth while.

Grover, Mary E.
She aspires to be a nurse but meanwhile she types and stenogs and
keeps lJOOlrn and learns the banking
;;ystem in :)O!l.

Haley, Lillian E.

This girl, though very quiet,
Is a good acquaintance to make,
She is smart in her sluclies
.But 111 cooking she takes the cake.

Hammons, Norris A.
Just mention the name Hammons
to any girl and her hPart starts fluttering. Norris is an excellent heartbreaker for he haH a knack of keeping
an acquaintance with every girl.

Hand, F. Kathleen,
Kltthleen far surpasses the class in decJamrttion. Full of pep and fun, the whole
class missNl her when she went away last
Fall.
Junior
Exhibition
(Medal) . Dramatic
Club. Girls' Debating Society. Left B. H.
S. in Senior Year.

Harding, Hilda T.
Tl il<la should make a poetess fair,
l•'or her powers in that line are rare,
Dul those we fear, will he left in the
damp,
As her greatei<t ambition is to be a
vamp,

Harriman, Florence,

•

A friend we have in Florence,
One we like lo meet;
And when it comes to studies
Her rank card can't be beat!

Class
Ode.
Dramatic
Debating Society (2).

Club.

Harris, Joseph T.

Girls'

"Joe"

" You cnn't keep a good man down,"
and Joe is a goocl man!
Th0rpfore,
as Logic says, Jo' can'l be kept down.

R. O. T. C. (2) .

Hathaway, J. Wyman,
Wyman disoheyed the ad vice, "Go \,Vest,
young man,'' and came to Bangor High in
the Senior year. At once we realized that
he made a worth while ad cl it ion to our
famous class.
Band ( 1) . "The Man Without a Country.''

Hecht, Joseph L.

"Joe"

Nobody can do what Joe clo0s and
get away with it. For Joe can start
anything with nothing and get everyone laughing.

Hewey, Laura A.
1f you want a girl who's a dE>ad game sporl,
On<' who likes foollJall and dancing, too,
A friend who is always just true blul',
\Ve recommend Laura Hewey lo you.

Debutantes.

Dramatic Club.

Hickson, M. Estelle,

"Stell"

All hail to "Stell'!
She's onE' or tlw
well known rnc•mbers or the elass with
a list oC friends a mile long. "Stell"
fl>elH sorry she can't ·ome back nc•xl
yNtt· lo pass the al lenclanc•p i,;lips !

Debutantes.

Holmes, Donald P.

Office Work.

"Ho.lmsey" ·

'l'hl·re is "l\loon" ' to ::;ay about this handsome man lh:tn W<' voulcl ll'll you. 1 ll' is llw
h<·Ht danc·1·1· and
rnalhc•rnitli<·lan
in
till'
<'lass and hiH c·hi<'f ambition is to attain Mr.
1'1·oc·tot"H fJOHi lion.

R. O. T. C . (2).

Horton, George H.
Gc·o1·gp <1Ppt>ncl<'d on his nc>rvc• an<l
;;ood lu<'k and rnt1<'h to his Hurpri>H' hl'
round that Jw could g<'t through B Jr

s.

R. 0. T. C. (2).
Semi-Finals.

.

.

Junior Exhibition

Hough, Orvil L.
1

"Huffy"

IIet·e·s our soldier, Orvil Hough ,
\\'ho never knows when he's had enough,
So he th:nks of going lo \Vest Point.
R. 0. T. C . (4). C a mp, Dev e n s .

Hurlburt, Marion,
.Now, we've com e to one of the stars,
Nol how e v e r , lhal called Mars,
!<'or shes as peaceful a s the rest,
And always works with a lot of z e st.

Hussey, Arline,
H 1il to
il ocly who
friend ancl
us a vNy

the whole Y. \V. C. A.! Bvcryknows this ta'l girl calls her a
a good sport !Jut she doesn't give
gocd clnnce to get acquainted.

Hutchins, Robert T.

"Bob"

Dob is the only nineteenth ccmlury
C'X tmple of ta]Jes amor. Bver sin c e
h ·· cl scovered a fondness for Driclges,
lw has not IJcc•n the same. II s me! anC"holy is profound . They s.iy th 2rc
is no cul'e for his cl"s0ase.
Ba nd (1) . R , 0 . T. C.
Footb :;il l
(2). A ss t. Track Ma nag er.

James, Wilson G.
Here's the boy with lhe cloubie name,
fl e s vrl'tly w; cl lJlll still he's lame,
So look just cnee for on c e is enough.
Anrl you can imag ne the rest of the stuff.
R. 0 . T. C. (:..).

Jarvis, Francis M.
Anolhel' cllubhy, roturnl Juel,
\ \'hose \ isage Jl!'Vl'r is sePn s cul,
J~ut whC'n he grows up. he wants lo be
A genel'al in lhc infantry.
R. 0
T. C. (1) . Camp De ven s
(2) . R "fl e C lub (~)
Secretary and
Tre as urer ( I ) . " Th e Man Wit h out a
Country."

Johnson, Julia V .
.Julia's the g!rl with the big hrass drum,
\\"hc·n ~he p:a.1·s it she> makes things hum;
Ho. if >'Ou want to hear a no·se
,J u~·t come around whc·n she plays with her
toys.
Hon or
Essay
( Honora b le
Ment ion ) .
O rches t r a
( l ) . Jun ior
E x h ib :t ion S e mi Fi n a ls .

Johnstone, Marion E.
;\far;on has st uclic•rl all there iH to
st11il.v in th" lf ou>wholcl Arts Cours<•;
s lw ('an c·ook an<l slw can sPw. If sh('
)JP{'O l TI('S a
lllll'SP Shf'
ean cook hPl'
p:tti<•nls' clinnen; ancl ml·nd their
clothl'H.

Jones, Clyde P.

" J o n esey"

Clyde is our opcrat ic tenor,
Ile> sings just like a lark
Dul we're .aCraicl iE ho sing,; loo much,
HiH !!,row! will he a bark.

Orchestra (4) .

Ba nd (3) .

R.

O. T .

C.

(2) .

Jordan, Pauline B.
You'd n<'ver thin!< lo look al lhiH
clemun· little girl that Hhc was a full
fi<'dgcd vampire, woulcl you'? And yd
you nevpr c:tn L('ll a;; a certain tall
carlel woultl tell you.

Joslin, Myrle T.
Since M yrlc has bcc·n with tis he' has
proved to us that our firnl estimation or
him was 0. K.: A corking fine f<•llow.
R. 0 . T . C . ( 1). R ifl e Club .

Kamenkovitz, Sarah,
Thr•s(' few words wo think will suflieo
To show that Sarah is very c1uicl anu
nice.

Kane, Eileen F.
"Knowledge is power" with "J<Jii('<'n.
That's why she's educating her Dodgc: .
Eileen told us personally that ,;ho
hates press agent stufC but she didn't
m'nd saying that the secret of her
succl'sH was n0v r Jelling her studies
interfere with her social duties.

Debu t a ntes.

Kane, Maurice W.

"Kaney"

.Maurice• is a l1kC'ahl1· !'Imp, not pai·tkularly studious Jn1l with ;1 ke<'n
sense of' humor an<l a mania for <lancing. Jlis ideal is the J;1te Vernon
CasllP.
R. O. T . C . (:!) . Camp Deve n s ( J) .

Dra mat ic Cl u b.
a Country ."

Kelleher, John L.

" Th e Ma n Without

" Johnny"

.John is known

for his
rn<·rl'ial
m<tking
1n·r·diC't

throughout J;angor lliglt
l'V<'t'-Jll'('S<·nl srnil('. 11<' is a l'Omstu<knt and iH :t main f'ador in
liC<> p!Pnsanl fo1· his ((';u·lwrH. \Ve
a gr<•al f11lure for lhiH lad.

Kelley, Irving B.

" K ell ey "

ll1·n· wt· havt· 0111· dashing young
Olll<"<·1·. l rving is widt•lv known for
his <1hility to sho11t T I•;N-SlllJN. JJC'
also iii gn·ally admin•d hy wpll
what girl <lo<·sn't lik<• a ><Oi<li<•t"!

R. 0 . T. C . (1 ) (Capta in ) . C a m p
Club ( VicP
De ve.n s ( 1) . Dra m a t ic
Pres id e nt ). S e n a t e.
Track. Jun ior
E xhi b it io n S em i- F in a ls .
Rifl e Cl u b
(:?) . " T he Man W ithout a Count ry ."
Honor Essay .

Kennedy, Mary E.
Mary is a typical business girl. She is
well adapted to all the commercial subjects
and will beyond a doubt astound the business world as soon as she maims her debut
in that field. However, business alone is
not Mary's strong point for she is one who
appreciates a good 1.ime and certainly cuts
some figure in the ballroom.

Kenney, A. Roland,
What would school life be without
the quiet, conscientious type of student'? Roland is not so much of a
social lion but in studies we must
take off our hats to him.
R. O. T. C. (2).

Kimball, Helen,
This tall and stately lass is going to be a
teacher. How much her students will love
her. The reputation of B. II. S. is secure
in her hands.

Kitchen, Lewis H.
Lewis is the type who is not bothered in tho least by a rank below B.
Ho has the earmarks of a chap whose
motto is "Eat, drink and be merry"
and "Let tho rest of the world roll
by."

Leach, Dorothy P.
A friend to us all is Dorothy Leach.
Dorothy has military tastes and may join
the army!

Leigh ton, Vesta E.
To write adequately of this young
lady is a task too groat for the average pen. Therefore, we must resort
to tho words of the poet: "Fair in
feature, form and height."
De buta ntes.

Leveille, Roland V.

"Rolly"

Hail to tho musician! Roland is the star
clarinetist of the B. H . S. Band. Trust him
to bring the fame of Bangor High into the
mm;ical clubs of this era. Rolly also has
made a hit with all the girls of the school
cluring hi~ High school career. And it was
some <'at'c>er, too!
R. 0. T. C. (2). Ba nd (4 ) ( Pres ident ) .
Orch estra.

Levine, Sarah I.
Sarah is a shining light as far as
scholarshi]l in commercial subjects
go and Hhe UJJ]lears to be a living example of "Still waters run deep."

Luro, Forrest H.
i•'one;;t is one of the loya l mcmlJen; of the
claHH of 1!)~~- May he succccd!-IJut then it
is usclu;s to wish that for we know he will.

Lymburner, Chestena G.
This J)Pllte maid iH expected to be
J"C'spons b lc for 1he wrcckag-c o[ more
than c,nr· ma;;culine ilNu·t before tho
termination
of her carcPr on this
sph<'r<' . Slw is not as sturl i ous as shC'
might lJP hut then we all can't ]Jc
T.
A.
l~disons;
imagine
wasting
tl10s<' PYCH on dry old books.

Lynch, Margaret,

" Peg"

l't•g- Lynch nl've1· wo r rif's, in faet she
1wvcr has lo lwcausc cvcl'yth'ng (·omcs her
way-things holh goocl a n d barl , eh, l'cg-'!
An· tlwr good fe:ttu1·p aho u t l 'rg- is this:
You din 1 have to offt•r her a p :l'c't' oC gum,
slw asks Cor i L

Maclaughlin, Chris tine M.
"Chris"
liPrr"s to ChriH, tho hr illi:wt scholar,
May shl' earn het· millionth rlollat·;
llow'? n y teachin g Math. to he sure,
\\".th this dl'Hirc, w h flt cou'cl Wl' w:sh
her more?
D eb u~antes .Girls' De b a tin g Society
(' ). De b a ting
Soc iety
Play. Drarr.<itic Club.

McA- pine, Pau'ine M.
l'r1! y is :t r!P.u· H\Vl'l'L girl
\\ 1 11 l·r•Jl\'11 r ur!s and 1 Y<»J,
~·111• ,.m l~s nl all tlw [(•a"IH·rs
1;ul alway;; avoids tin· 11 ys.

D ramat c C lu b

McCart, Margaret C.

"Peggy"

J '1·ggy's favor. t P Jl l'O\'t'riJ iK " I 'l(':tSlll'l' JJC'fore l luH·n('H><."
11\'r on ly regrt·l s thal ncnc o( her tc·aC'lt('n; :tg-n•c
with Jwr .

McCa· thy, Kathleen A.
I i'ltH off to Capla'n IC!
\\ h' to hn.t• haH wo n h(•r way,
Hho<>' ng lru-11\<·l~ in a g:tmP
l'rom any angl<' 01w c·ou l cl rntnH'.
Co.pt-i in d G ir '.L' Ba s k etball T eam.

McClay, Edward T.

"Ed."

l •:r1 l1arl tht· honor of i>l'i n g r·aptain
Of onp of J:angot"K IH'Hl haHkr·t ha JI
tc·ants.
l! iH list or J' 1·il' J1 <1H is as long
:tf< h•· i H and t ha l is Homc•t !ting like·
~c·vPn f<•{'t.
l·~cl !4 1n·p~c· n t a n1 l>i t ion h;
to l1<·t·o rn c• a fanr·y rla n cc·t·.
1

Basketball

(2 )

Captain .

Baseball.

McGarrigle, Mildred. E.

"Mac"

Mildred always has a smile,
She makes everything worth while;
In good nature she does excel,
Faithful to her friends as well.
De b ut a ntes . G ir ls ' Debat ing Society (2) .
De bat ing Soc iety Play. Dramat ic C lub .

McGary, Donald F.

" Don"

"Don" used to be a cute kid, but
now that he has grown "older," he
has shocked the school with his manly
ways.
R. 0 . T . C. R ifle C lub.

Mcisaac, M. Winifred,
You couldn't exactly call her quiet, so we'll
say she's conservative. Some call her "the
Crimson Curled Cow-College Charmer" but
we imagine they are jealous. Besides red
hair denotes sincerity of purpose. We do
not specify as to what her purpose may be.
Winnie has the distinction of being the only
girl in the class who can say "the clock was
wrong" and not get three afternoons.

McLaughlin, Theresa M.

" Tess"

Once you've seen her, once you've met
This sweet brunette, you'll ne'er forget;
For, always smiling at her best,
She's charmed her way through B.
H. S.
De butantes. Dramat ic Club.

McLeod, Robert C.

" Bob"

Yes, dear reader, his name is Bob McLeod
And he can hit that line like a thundercloud,
Tf it's football; if it's baseball or a fine pal,
too,
Bo h's the fellow we want, don't you?
Football . Baseb a ll. R . 0 . T. C.
Tre as ure r (1).

Maddocks, H. Warren,
"\Varren is the champion "ladyki lier of the school
None of the
other boys have a chance when he's
around.
R. 0. T . C. (4). R ifle C lu b (1).

Mann, Sylvia, C.
Juclging hy Sylvia'!! size,
Iler accomplishments are a suq>rise;
\\'r all know Sylvia's small
Dut she g<>ts there after all.

Marcus, Ralph,
High sch<;>ol never worried Ralph
v ry much, m fact, he often has been
heard to wonder what it all amounted
to. but then Marcus will "get there!"

R. 0 . T. C.

Marsh, Samuel,

If it wasn 't for Sam's ways he might be
called intelligen t. Sam is one of the Chemistry sharks-but don't tell anyone!
R. 0. T. C .. (2).

Martin, Dorothy M.

"Dot"

Dot likes the boys a n d the boysgo to dances w ith her! Yes, you're
right, Dot is an official vam pire!

Mason, Clara W.

"Shrimp"

You can picture "Shrimpie" any day,
Eager alike for work or play,
'vVitty, yet s m all,
A friend of us all.
Debutantes. Mr. Hayes' Secretary.

Miller, Emily 0.
Tho' well versed in basketball, football
and s u ch,
Tho' destined for a novel ist's fame,
She'd be sure to say, if you asked her,
That Hampden Is larger than Maine,
That formerly "peanuts" grew freely
down there,
And tho' "bills" come often, she's
p leased with the same.
Oracle Board. Debutantes.
Girls'
Basketball.

Millett, Margaret,
To introduce you to Margaret,
Whom we'll always recall
As a merry girl, an all-round sport,
A favorite with us all.

Mills, Ruth E.
Ruth may be small and sort of quiet
but when it comes to co mmon sense
and playing the piano just watch her
go!
Orchestra (2) . Debutantes. Honor
Essay.

Mincher, Dorothy L.

"Dot"

Dot is Past Grand chair man-no,
chairwoman of the Affiliated Ord r of
the Curling Iron. Dot entered as a
Freshman, which is custom ary and
now after four years she leaves as a
Senior, which is remarkable. Dot
deserves tho medal for catch-ascatch can champion In an endurance
contest. The other contm;tant was
P. V. Maro.
Debutantes.

Moore, Doris T.
The "Moore" we know Doris tho
greater becomes our admiration for
her. And it Is said by some that slw
is going to make some fellow a fine
Holme.
Junior Exh ibit ion. Dramatic Club.
"The Man W ithout a
Country."
Debutantes. Clasa History.

Morrison, Frank P.
Frank is our exchange editor and from the
wav that he cuts up other school magazines,
we;ll admit that he slings a wicked pair of
scissors. Cheer up, Frank, you may be a
great "dramatic critic" yet.
R. 0. T. C. (4) . Oracle Board. R ifl e C lu b
(2) . " T he Man W ithout a Count ry."

Murdock, Everett S.
Murdock seems to be going to sail the
ocean blue,
For if you'd see that "cocky" walk of
his, you'd think so, too.
But if he joins the army or if he
joins the navy,
Murdock will get there just the same,
by gravy!
House. R. 0. T . C. (2) . J u n ior
E x hibi ti on
Sem i- F inals.
Dra m atic
Cl u b. " Th e Ma n W it h o ut a Country."

" M aud"

Murray, M. Marguerite,
She

certainly is little, she certainly is
"petite,"
She plays a big fiddle and my, but she's
sweet,
So let's all give three cheers for our M.
Marguerite.
P. S. We might spill the Bcan(s) if we
said more.
O rchestra (4) . De b u t a ntes .
R. 0. T . C .
S po nsor.

Mutch, Opal,
\Viii we ever forget Opal Mutch?
No, sir! Opal made a hit with the
boys the very first day she reached
B. II. S. And then, those dances,
Opal! \Ve could say mutch more, but
we refrain.

Nichols, Louise A.
Dancing, dancing, all the while,
She must have danced a million miles;
Singing, too, 1s in her line,
Our Louise surely does shine

Nickerson,' Gladys H.
Here is a miss with a cheery smile,
To meet her would be worth your
while;
When hose she buys, we wonder why
She always wants the kind called
"Lysle."

Nickerson, William D.

" Bill"

A corking fine fellow is Bill. Madame
calls him "delicate" but-out for fun, aren't
you, Bill?
R . 0. T . C. " T he Ma n W it h o ut a Co unt r y ."

Noddin, Harold E.
Harold may be quiet sometimes,
hut there's nothing slow about him
when it comes to asking questions;
we are proud of him, just the same.
R. O. T . C . (2).

Norton, Mabel M.
This girl is certainly very studious,
Her rank cards and tests show "A's or B .s"
That she's a true friend there's no m istake,
For she's always ready to help a classmate.

Nutter, Hazen E.

'l'he trouble with Hazen is that he
has too much spare time. After he
has got out the "Oracle" and written
a play or two, and acted as stage
manager to two or three more, and set
up the programs on the multigraph,
and managed a dance, and worked up
interest in baseball, and got his
lessons, and done an hour or two of
outside work, he has to loolc around
to find something interesting to fill
up his leisure hours.
Editor of the ." Oracle." Dramatic
Club (Treasurer). Baseball Manager.

O'Brien, Frances M.

Frances is a model pupil during school
hours, but you ought to see her when she
starts in to have a good time!
Junior Exh ib ition.

O'Connell, Helen M.

"Shrimp"

Always happy, always bright,
With a smile for everyone,
And a laugh that echoes and towers
All through our High school corridors.
Debutantes. Dramatic
Club. Or·
chestra {2) . Office Work.

O'Connell, Kenneth E.

"Ken"

Ken has always had a snealdng regard
for the ladies and his Senior year he burst
forth in all his glory. Kenneth is not what
you would call short.
R. 0. T. C. (2).

O'Connor, M. Isabelle,

"lsey"

A little lady- Oh! so petite!
·with winning smiles and dancing
feet;
To take her place. wou Id mean defeat
For anyone who dared compete.
Dramatic Club. Secretary ( I ).

Overlock, Thelma M.

"Sis"

Here'H a girl who is alwayH ready and
willing to do a favor for anyone. Nothing is
too troublesome for h!'r to help one do.
Debutantes. Offic e Work .

Overlock, Warren S.
\Varron is one of thus!' tall, Hlim
cha pH,
Who n v •r l<nOwA where he's al.
Hoaming our High School corriclor
through,
Looking for Hom ·thing "important"
to do.
R. 0. T. C.

Oxley, Hildred I.
H il dred is one of those g irls who is always springing surprises when she gets
started. Hildred believes in the proverb,
"Still waters run deep."

Patten, Esther L.

"Lu"

There is nothing quiet nor demure
about Lu. Can she dance? Just ask
the boys. They'll tell you. As to her
popularity, it is a well known fact
that the photography business took
a sudden start when she had her
graduation pictures taken.

Patten, E. Eugenia,
She may be little, but oh, my! What she
lacks in size she makes up in ranks. She
is a proof of the saying, that the greatest
things always come in small bundles.
De butantes. Girls Debating Society (1 ) .

Pease, Roosevelt R.

"Peasey"

The R. 0. T. C. would be doomed to
failure if it wasn't for Peasey; also
Camp Devens would seem different
without his smile. Peasey is one of
the class g iants, both in height and
popularity.
R. O. T. C. (4 ) ( Adjutant ) . Camp
Devens
(2 ) . Rifle
Club.
Oracle
Board. " The Man Without a Country."

Pendleton, Ellen M.
Ellen is another quiet a n d dem ure girl,
whom everyone enjoys to be with and whom
everyone Jrnows will succeed.

Perry, Clifford W.
Wake up, Cliff; the world wasn't
made to sleep in! You have brains
and you can talk sense, but you never
put yourself forward.
R. 0. T. C. (2).

Perry, Velma A.
We expect that Velma will succeed Mr.
Whipple in the chemistry laboratory some
fine day. If she keeps up her High school
record we will not need to worry about her,
~he hasn't killed anyone yet.

Person, Mtlthea L.
Martha will be remembered for her
good nature and her willingness to
help people.
Debutantes.

Porteons, Vera E.

"Sunny"

Although she has been here only a year,
She has grown to us all very dear,
'.rrue lo her kssons and d u lies alike,
A true friend and companion of lhe finest
type.

Pratt, Laura J.

" Jay Bird"

Look al Laura's golden hair,
Big hluc eyes an<1 skin so fair.
Ah! thPrP's a girl w ho n evC'r hr0aks
a rule.
Alas! for an appearan ce, she's the
\Vorsl lease in the sC'hool.

Prescott, Edward,

"Eddie"

\VhPn this quiet boy you sc0
You'd nPvPr guess his hoblJi t•s th n'<'Physician, mu8ician, bOXPI". too,
\Ve wonc1c•r whal e'.se l~<lc1iP will do.

R. 0. T. C.

(2).

Prescott, Helen M.
We have heard several people say
that a dance could nol be run if" il
wasn't for H elen . And again, I klen
can act on the stage. \\Tho knows hut
she'll enter vaudeville.

Dramatic Club.

Quirk, John J.
Johnny follows th0 <lances ev0ry night
and every clay he comes lo school a nd pleasantly roams through his studies in a blissful
dream. V\'hy worry, says .John , HOC'l<l'fl'llPr
doesn't.

R. 0. T. C. (2) .

Raichlen, Goldie K.
ll i;; tn11· t hal she is t 1·es pl'lile
Hut in typewriting she can l Ile• he" t:
In thal and lhe ot h er :-;ludil's shl'
takes,
\\Te know Oolc1ie the honor list makN;.

Debutantes.
Dramatic
Girls' Debating Society.

Raichlen, Samuel,

Club.

"Sam"

lt !·re is tlw hoy that wal<!'H up tlH• C'laHs<'S
with his flmih«s of smartn<'HH. '!'lw way to
th!• l'n•Hi<l!'ll<'Y iH OJH'n, Hn mu<"l !

R. 0. T. C. (2).

Ricker, Sherwin M.
Hur(·ly if su<'C'C'HH com(•s to a worl<<'I'
Hhp1·win will far suqmss many oC Uw
Ci<lHH. A 11 through his fou1· yNU'H hp
h:tH c;iven biH ]Jpst to Jlangor I Tigh.

R.

0. T.

C.

Rideout, Darthea,
Darthea is a bril lia n t Jass,
A charming m em ber of our c lass;
Comic pieces, great oration s,
D ot excels in declam ation .
J u n ior
E x h ib it io n .
Dramatic
Debutantes. C lass P rophet .

Club.

Robbins, Helen,
Here's a m e m ber of '22,
Known o'er sch ool as t he Candy Kid;
..Wher e Hele n may go, w h at Helen
m ay do,
You can bet s h e'll have her can dy, too.
De b ut a ntes.

Roberts, Mildred,
W e'll
W e'll
·w e'll
·with

''Ted''

thin k of h er long,
th inl< of h er ever,
t hin k of t h e sport
Mi!dred c lever.

Robinson, Vivian L.

" Bib"

A ch a ngeable miss, a m err y on e, too,

T his girl, so f ull of life,
I n dancin g s h e takes a prominent part
And n ow s h e' m oulding a U. of M.
heart.
Debu t ant es. D ramat ic C lub.

Rollins, Willis R.

•.rher e is on e th in g W ill is w on't d o a n d
that is: T a ll< wit h a girl! B u t t h en , as
W illis says, w h a t 's a g ir l or two to m e if I
can toot in the Ban d?
Band (4). O rchest ra (4 ) .

Rolsky, Esther M.

"Lefty"

This is a ve1·y jolly lass,
\\' hose l es~ons n e'er cause h er wor ry;
She loves to go to a movie s h ow
An cl at a da n ce she's in h er glory.

Rowe, Eugene K.

"Deacon' ·

Deacon Howe is one of the fam ous membc•rn o f the class. He can write essays till
cv 'ryon e else h as given u p tryin g to compete w it h him . B ut the best part of Rowe
is hi s good natu r e. \ York will never worry
h im .
R . 0 . T. C. H ouse. S enate. D ramatic
C lub. "The Man W ithout a
Country."
Local Insura n ce Essay ( Second ) . Honor
E ssay ( Meda l) .

Ryder, Evelyn M.
This tall , darl< girl min ds h er business a n d gets h er lessons. She is always a la dy a n d a sample of what a
nice B. H . S. girl can be.

Sawyer, Dorothy E.

" Dot"

Dot was our vice-president, but she
the misfortune to break her hip in a
from her horse and when it got well she
B. H. S. We miss her!
V ice- Preside nt (2 ). Left B. H . S. at
of Sophomore Year.

Sawyer, Simear F.

had
fall
left
e nd

"Sim"

Sim. It's a quiet sounding name
and a quiet looking Senior attached lo
it. But both are very much deceiving.
R. 0 . T. C. (2).

Scherer, Ralph A.

This fair haired lacl cloes not live on Sidney
street, although he may be seen in that
vicinity quite often. He is known from one
end of the city to the other as the Dapper
Dan of Bangor High.
Ora cle Board. R. 0. T. C. (2). Cl a s s
Prophet.

Schiro, Sidney,

"Sid"

He may be seen any day in the corridor going to h is class as if it started
when he got there.
But then, Sid
never worries about class bells.
R. O. T. C. (2 ) .

Severance, Eileen E.
A quiet and stately student is our Eileen
and there is one assuring fact about hershe never worries about her books.
De buta ntes.

Shannon, Ralph T.

"Mike"

Mike is eq11ally at home in a track
suit or a mi litary uniform. His present ambition is to succeed Col. Cole.
R. 0. T. C. (4 ) . Track (Captain ).

Shaughnessy, John,

"Deac'·

D ac is our idea of a man of supreme
nerve. He's so nl'rvy that he can go to a
classroom without study.
We JH·edi l a
gr at future for John.
R. 0. T . C. (2 ) .

Short, Edwin M.

"Touchy"

Hail lo our star ath lete! Be il
baseball, football, baslwl ball or track,
Touchy Is there. He ls as popular
with lhe ladies as he is In sports and
we expect a run on lhc "Oracle" to
obtain his picture.
.President (2 ). Football (2 ) Cap tain ( 1) . Basketball
(3 ) . Athlet ic
Councli (1 ). Baseball.

Silsby, Charles S.

"Charlie"

Charlie's motto is to take school life as
a four year's adventure. He certainly has
hall his adventures, too.
R . 0 . T . C . (2).

Smith, Donald L.

"Don"

Tall and lanky is this red-headed
fellow. Don seems to find the sunny
sille of B. H. S. No matter what
comes up!

Smith, Natalie E.
Here is a very quiet little miss but she is
a good sport just the same and a "sureenough" friend.

Smith, Ruth E.
Ruth believes that good things
come in small bundles and we believe
it. Ask anyone of her list of friends.

Smith, Thelma L.
Thelma is always in earnest whether in
fun or work. They say she's a vamp, too.
Debutantes.

Somers, Vernon H.
Somers still believes that Bangor
High should have a R.
0. T . C.
Unit. No one is a better shot in B.
H. S. than Somers and he may, you
never c:;i.n tell, astound the world in
shooting.
R. 0. T. C. (4 ) . Camp Devens
(2). ( Decorated
by
General
Ed wards ). Rifle Club (2)
( E x ecut ive
Officer, Captain and Coach of Team
(2) ) . "The Man Without a Country."

Soper, G. Edwin,

"Ed."

Here is a stullent who looks quiet and is
quiet. WhiC'h is a great deal to say. He is
alldictell to basketball and we predict a
great future for him with the New York
Celtics.

Spellman, Marion M.
This tall, stately girl seems to think
school is a place to study and perhaps
she is right. It is a good theory and
she _has worke_d it out profitably.
Ring Committee. Dramatic Club.

Spurling, Marion E.
This girl , from the good olcl seashore comes,
She stud i es her lessons with zeal,
Her ran!< cards s how the good results
And she gives everyo n e a "square deal."

Debutantes.

Stanley, Ella M.

"Stan"

One o( our husiN;t >itudents,
l n nothing clocs she fai I,
She spends the most or her spare
time
·wailing for the mail.

Debutantes.

Dram atic Club.

Stevenson, Clifford E.

"Steve"

A cornet playPr, d:d yo u say?
Ah, yes, in<lc-c<l, al night or clay,
A birneliall player or worthy fame,
To find a gold mine is his aim .

Band (4). R . 0. T. C . (2).
Ora cle
Board
( I ). Baseball . Junior
Exhibition
Semi-Finals. " The Man Without a Coun try." Honor E ssay . Class Prophet.

Street, Malcolm M.
Malcolm is very artistic. Jn f aC'L.
he has been lhinl<ing of c h anging l1i s
name lo "Fountain Street."

R. 0. T. C.

Sullivan, Margaret, V.

"Sully"

A very nice girl is "Sully,"
Her ways &re very jolly,
She·s full of fun from head lo heels,
She lilH'H to Hl'l' movie rC'clH.

Debuta ntes.

Sullivan, Timothy B.

"Tim"

"Tim" <"erta: nl v IH'iic•vps in '·L:lllgh
antl thP worlcl lill!ghs with you," for
he has a g1·in for PV<' r yo1w.
I ft> a lso
HllJJPiies tlw girls and UtHll'r-graduat<·s with c·arloons whil' h he d1·a\1•s nncl c·lwwing g11m.

Hous e ( I ).

R.

Tapley, Malcolm A.

0 . T.

C. (2).

"Tap"

lJ p's a

fooll1all m:in a play<•r to sc•!',
Il e Hc•llH lunch ticl«·ts, too,
In f;ict, thc•r<• at·<' \'l't'y many things
'I'hat I his l1right hoy c•an ·clo.

Football (2). Basketball ( I ).
"The Man W ithout a Country."

Thompson, L. Esther,

Baseba ll.

"Tompie"

Est her is always just tlw sanw, a
smtl<' for evPryOll\', ancl a tru<' fri<"nd.
81H· iH lhC' hl»<t-natun·d girl we• know
ancl easily gl'IH her 1 •flsonH, too.

Debutantes.

Dramatic Club.

Thurston, Grace B.
When the lesson's rather hard
And no one else can do it,
Jusl lake it up to Grace's room
And she will wade right through it.
And when the lessons all are done,
Then she's ready for heaps of fun.
Debu t a ntes .

Tozier, Harriet H.
Here is a girl who is a friend to us all,
For she's ever ready and willing
'l'o help her classmates when on her
they call
To supply missing words in transcription.

Tracey, Agnes C.
A little girl-oh, quite small!
·w·ith a winning :,;mile for one and all;
In dancing she lakes great delight;
'l'o watch her is a pleasing sight.
Dramatic Club. Debutantes.

Trueworthy, Lyndon,
Although not particularly stuck on
lhe idea of going to school, he has
managed to get a fair share of B. H.
S. life. Lyn is a worker and we know
he will work his way to fame and
fortune .
R. O. T . C. (2).

Tribou, Guy,
There's no getting around it we all
lil{e Guy even if he is a little slow in
places bul then, why Jet a thing like
that bother us. It doesn't bother Guy.
R. O. T. C.

Ulmer, Maurice F.
Everybody like:;; Maurice and Maurice
JikPS everybody. He hasn't exerted himself
any in B. H. S. but it is rumored that outside of school he is a different fellow.

Wakely, Eva,

"Eve"

Eva joined the "M" club her Junior
year. As a dancer she has them all
slopped. Have you heard her sing?
We predict an operatic career for
this girl.
Orchestra (2) . Debutantes.

Wall, Lillian F.
They say all the world loves a Jover
And of such her world is full,
But 1f Murus loves the dentist
ne must have an awful "Puil."

Watson, Paul E.
Paul is an inventor of m u ch fame, a second Edison as it were. He's bashful and
shy and he just adores the girls.
R. 0. T. C. (2).
Camp Devens (1) .
Army Essay ( Second). Oracle Board (l ) .
Band ( 1 ) . Junior Exhibition Semi - Finals.

Walsh, E. Stewart,
Stewart is certainly a likeable chap,
who delights to tease the girls,
Our class without him? What a woefu l mishap!
We wouldn't
lose Stewart for
worlds.
R. 0. T. C. (4). "The Man W ith ·
out a Country."

Webb, M. Eloise,

" Spider"

Eloise is a Joyal member of the "M" club
but she believes in giv ing som e attention to
home folks, too. She can pound the typewriter and m ake queer wriggles in stenography.
Dramatic Club.

Watters, Berdena A.
This young lady has been with us
four long years and what we l<now of
her we like very much.

Wentworth, Clive,
Clive comes way in fro m East Bangor to
fathom the mysteries of cir cles and right
angles. He is a shar k in any kind of
mathematics. An oft repeated phrase in B.
H . S. is, "Ask Clive. He got it."
R. 0. T . C (2 ) . Rifle Club.

Weiler, Arleen,
It is rumored that this sunny farmerette thinks of running for Congress in a few years. She lil<es to
debate aml studies politics.
Debutantes. Dramatic Club. Girls'
Debating Soc iety. Debating Society
Plays. Bates League Debating Team
(alternate ) .

Wheeler, Gerald S.
This boy g •tH the medal fo r lwing our
most con firmed woman hat<•r. "'.!.'ho world
would he a 1 etter p laC'e without th<'m," declares Gerald.
R. 0. T. C. (3 ).

Whalen, Dorothy R.

"Dot"

Full o[ fu n ? Oh, yes!
Perhaps Iwr nam<1 you all coul<l guess.
Many h ·arts go pitter, patter,
\ Vhen they hNtr Dot's cheery chatter.
Dramatic Club. Junior Exhibition
Semi-Finals. Debutantes.

Whitmore, Ralph E.
Ralph is a
if he is quiet
in the Band,
Band (3 ).

mighty fine fellow, no matter
and bashful. How he can toot
too!
R. 0 . T. C. (2) .

White, Wade A.
Hail to our author! He promises
to make a name for himself and bring
fame to Bangor High.
R . 0 . T. C.

( 1) .

Willey, Edna,
Edna is not only an elocutionist much in
demand, but she can make cakes and biscu it
that will melt in your mouth.
Jun ior Exhibition Sem i- Finals. Girls' Debating Society (1 ) . Debutantes.

Willetts, Frances M.

" Fran"
Frances has many talents and we
·~xpect great things from h er.
She is
one of our star actresses and one of
the best-natured gir ls in t h e class.
Dramatic Club. Junior Exhibit ion
Semi-Finals.

Wilson, Bertha 0.

"Bert,.

Bertha is a famous commercial who a l ways has her lessons, but she h as plenty of
fun in her as all her friends know.
Ring Committee.

Williams, Shirley M.
This little Jass came to us in her
Junior year from East Corinth. As a
cartoonist she can't be surpassed.

Wing, George E.
George is Col. Cole's right hand
man. He has dign ity enough for a
major ancl lcnowledge enough for a
genera.I. Perhaps he'll be both.
R. 0. T. C. (4) (Major) . Camp
Devens ( received medal for excelle nce ) . Rifle Club ( President ). " The
Ma n Without a Country.''

Wing, Earl A.
Popularity is one of Earl's strong points
both with the boys and with the girls. We
were all sorry when he left us in the middle
of his Senior year.
R. O. T. C. Left School during his Sen ior
year.

•

Witham, Pauline M.

"Polly"

Polly pounds the typewriter and can cook
like a perfect hou8cwife. Have you ever
eaten any of her calm'!

Debutantes.

Wood, Eva W.
Bva iH aH liusy as a !Jee.
lier name suggcstH a tn·P.
But when she comes down the corr idor,
Just watch the IJOy8 and sec.

Debutantes.

Wooster, Gabrielle I.
Gabrielle's dimples come ancl go
lil<e the sunlight in tlw ocean waves.
Perhaps sh e caught them from the
occ•an ror she comes r1·om South llanC'ock , where the waves dimple around
tho Htnch;.

Wood, Hulda 0.
Golden hair ancl a rel! <lro:-;s make• an irrcsiHtilJle combination. That':; Hulda!

White, John P.
Whill' Johnn y w<ts in Bangor High
lw lJplil'vcd in having a l>ully time
with the lt•ast possible work and ho
did!

Junior
Exhibition
Semi-Finals.
Athlet ic Council (I). Ring Committee. Left School at the end of his
Jun io r Year.

Worcester, Embert R.
ll<''s a tine follow and we like him. Ht•
hasn't lwcn with us the wholt) four years
but that';; hi>; misfortune and not his fault.

"The Ma n Without a Country."

Autngrapfrs
~

" I Speak Unto You, Young Man, Because You Are Strong."
The world needs men! Men who DO. worse and worse he will go, 'till, after a
Men who won't hesitate, who won't stop to time, his life will have dwindled clown to
ask why or argue. Men with a nothing hut a foundation of excuses.
YOU!
backbone and not a wishbone.
Shall all the energy of the world be conThe crowd of men in the world are at the fined to a certain few public-spirited citibottom of the ladder of life. They are zens who while away their hours doing
there because they like it and because they such silly things as improving civilization,
are afraid to face the knocks of the world. when they might be following a line of least
The harder the task, the more the energy resistance or when they might he shrugor the more the excuses. It depends on the ging their shoulders and boasting on the
man. lf the man is the kind of man the street corners that tomorrow is their clay?
The world awaits any young man who
world is calling for. he will enjoy a harder
job; but if he be a man who is attempting will work to gain worldly power and then,
to go through this world on his nerve or on having gained it, will devote his time and
the other fellow's aid let him be marked energy towards the betterment of civiliza\\'ell and a\·oiclccl. The fellow who gives tion at large.
an excuse or ,,·ho attempts to explain his
In the foregoing paragraphs several ideas
laziness is not aiding himself hut lowering have been mentioned hut out of it all there
his reputation in the eyes o[ the world.
comes two larg'c, concrete ideas: The
The motto of the city of Chicago is "I world needs men who DO; arc YOU a man
will!" That motto made a thriving city of the world? The world needs men who
out of a mudhole. lf every fellow would DO because the world cannot do without
take for his motto "I will," civilization Men. ln these times YOLJ, whether you
\\'ould thrive instead of being dragged into be a high school graduate or a college gradthe dirt and dust of carelessness, laziness uate, must put your "all" into you and get
and alibis. It is far better to die in the at- out of you your total earning power, earntempt than to shirk the responsibility.
ing po\\'cr both for yourself and for civiliDid you ever stop to think that the man
zation. It depends on you and your assowho told you that he would do something
ciatcs
in their life \Vhether or not the world
for you- "the first thing in the morning"
mirrht
die before tomorrow came? Prob- will continue to grow better and to be a fit
1">
ahly you never did; at least the man who place to live in-hut sec to it that it is not
said it would have laughed at the iclea. your companions who do the pushing and
That man's life is nothing but a sieve of the working! Get heh incl your own job
promises. Hour after hour, day after day, and push it across; it's up to you!
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I speak unto you, young man, because
you are strong. The thought contained in
The
this ser,itence is worldly. Young
Future
men make the city and the nation. Youths are the cornerstones .of Advancement and Progress. One youth is
not a cornerstone ! It takes every young
man, you and me, to carry on the banner
of Civilization. It matters not if you want
to and intend to benefit humanity but you
must pick your task early in life. Decide
your life work and get going!
Ideas are golden when put into action
and carried out but they amount to naught
in the mind of a sleeper or a shirker.
Leadership is the thing to which every
business concern aspires. Conditions today are calling for real leadership, vision
and individuality. Are YOU prepared?
It makes no difference whether you want
to work or not, the world will make you
work. So why not work for the world
rather than get worked at by the world?
The world admires a worker, a fighter; it
has no room for a lazy shirker. It's up to
you!
Don't be afraid of work! No cause can
succeed unless that cause involves a great
task.
Does it seem possible
that Calvin
Coolidge was thinking of Bangor High
On
School Seniors when he said, "It
Our Way may be of little importance to
determine at any time just where we are,
but it is o[ the utmost importance to determine whither we are going"? At last the
time for Commencement has come and we,
on our own, are going to strike out in the
world to "go somewhere." It matte.rs not
where we are but where we are going.
Our life's journey must be taken!
While we were here in Bangor High
the most of us whiled away our time, not

stopping to think of the future and the voyage of life. Some knew what awaited us,
others didn't mind but the great majority
were greatly worried and are more so today.
In a certain sense, provided we have
grasped the right idea and we are living up
to ideals of the higher order, it does not pay
to worry over the future. For better than
worry is the ambition to make a place of
esteem for ourselves in the world and to
carry forward the aims of cultured people.
No matter what condition our minds may
be in: "We are on our way." So let us
strive, as we go outward from dear, old
Bangor High, to do in this world what Bangor High and the class of 1922 would well
be proud of and let us all set ourselves to
our tasks and carry forward into honor and
glory, the name of Bangor High School.
Onward and Upward! The world awaits
us; our future is dim, yet our hopes and
minds are strong and our ideals are high !
We will succeed !
Seniors, your High School career has
reached the end. The days of seeming
agony, of drudging over prepaRemember ration, of the fancies of youth
Bangor
and of boredom are over-in
High I
Bangor High School. For the
years spent under the roof of good old B.
H. S. were the best years of your life.
Don't forget them for they should mean
the world to you.
The world a waits you ! Some of you
will attend college, all of you should, if possible, at least go one year at college.
Others will go directly into the world of
affairs. Whatever you do and wherever
you may be, keep a clear, upright mind and
remember Bangor High, its ideals and
standards.

" Honor Lies in Hon est Toil. "

THE HOUSE BY THE SIDE OF THE ROAD
By Ruth E. Mills, '22.
HE automobile drew to a stop in
front of a small house which sat
in from the road just a few feet.
The house was gray and was
~ partially covered with drooping
~ woodbine loosed from its moorings in many a place. The lawn in front
of the house was unkempt and a few ragged
flower beds bloomed unhealthily here and
there but-there was a well. There right
in a convenient place and the motorist was
thirsty.
A rap on the door of the house brought
no response. A still louder rap seemed to
stir something or someone to life. A
frowzy head appeared around the corner
and a voice said,
"Well, what do you want?"
"I should like a drink of water if I may
have it, please?"
"Oh, I suppose so," and he was given a
rusty dipper filled with clear water.
"My," he exclaimed, "that is the finest
water I have ever tasted. I'll wager a lot
of people stop here for a drink of it."
"Yesterday," said the girl, for that was
what she was, as he discovered after a close
examination, "There were as many as twenty-five automobiles stopped here for water,
oh, I wish the old well was plugged up and

I didn't ever have to get another drop from
it. It is the bother of my life running
here and there to get things for people and
they are all so curious, too, but you can just
bet I don't give them much satisfaction, the
ve~y idea of asking me why I don't fix up
the gardens and lawn and why I don't have
a glass instead of a dipper. Huh! I guess
it's none of their business and they don't
have to drink my spring dry if they don't
want to. I'm sure I would rather not have
them stop at all. There." Here she
stopped as though astonished at her own
outburst.
The man looked at her curiously. "How
could it be,'' he wondered, "that wh~n a
person had an opportunity such as this that
there could be such a feeling?" He resolved upon an experiment.
"Have you a dictionary?" he asked.
Then again, "Do you like to read?" Upon
receiving an affirmative answer to both his
questions he reached in his pocket and got
a little book of poems and then from another pocket he took a fountain pen and a
scrap of paper. He scribbled some letters
on the paper and handed it to the girl.
"Would you mind looking up that
word?" he asked, and then touching his cap,
he was gone.
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The girl stared after him then at the
paper in her hand. "H-0-S-P-I-T-AB-L-E," she spelled out slowly, then turned
and rushed toward the house. Once inside
she ran to a shelf and found the dictionary
and read the following-"receiving and entertaining stran~ers without reward: kind
to guests."
"\Veil, of all things," she exclaimed,
"that surely was a slam. Now, let's see
what is in the book." She opened it to
where there was a ribbon and read:
"Let me live in a house by the side of the
road
Where the race of men go byThe men who are good and the men who
are bad,
As good and as bad as I.
I would not sit in the scorner's seat,
Or hurl the cynic's ban,
Let me live in a house by the side of the
road
And be a friend to man."
"'A friend to man,'" she repeated.
Then she turned a few more pages hurriedly and found:
"A garden is a Jovesome thing, God wot!
Rose plot,
Fringed pool,
Ferned grotThe veriest school of peace; and yet
The fool
Contends that God is notNot God! in gardens? When the even is
cool?
Nay, but I have a sign
'Tis very sure God walks in mine."
Then looking out of the window she saw

her own garden. "I'm sure God would
not want to walk in such a garden," she
said, and putting down the poetry book she
went out into the garden.
From daylight to early evening she
worked the next few weeks, and at last the
garden and lawn began to take on a semblance of beauty. There were cool nasturtiums climbing around the old well and
round beds of velvet-faced pansies dotted
the lawn. The walk was raked clean and
the woodbine growing properly over the
house. The windows were washed and the
frowzy hair was smooth..
When at last, a Sunday came, the girl, in
a cool, white dress, sat out under a shade
tree on the lawn. In her hand was a little
book of poems and she was reading one
with a tiny smile twinkling in her eye.
Suddenly an automobile drew to a stop in
front of the house.
"May I have a drink of water?" asked a
familiar voice.
"Oh, certainly, sir, I'd better let it run a
little to have it cooler." The stanger received a glass of sparkling water, and after
drinking it he said directly, "Well, did it
help any?"
"Oh, it helped more than you can ever
understand. I did not realize what it
meant to live in a house by the side of the
road or what a beautiful thing a garden was
before. But, I do now and you have all the
thanks of my heart and all the hospitality
of my home. Who are you, please, Sir?"
"Oh," said the man, "I'm just one of
those old trouble-makers, but they don't
know it, so they call me Bishop."
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LEST WE FORGET
By Clifford E. Stevenson, '22.
The setting sun has nearly gone,
And soon the night its cloak will don.
The glimmers are reflected clear
On objects, flashing far and near,A final scene of beauty bright
Before the day turns into night.
It seems to say to all the world,
"Behold my colors here unfurled!
I am the last of daylight clear,
Bathe in my splendor while I'm here."
A small white house with quaint green
blinds,
The porch o'erhung by clinging vines,
Would fain delay the setting sun
· To mark its beauties, one by one.
Within a window by the vines,
A service flag with blue star shines.
In mute appeal it shows with pride,
That one more, by his comrade's side,
Has left his all and crossed the sea
To fight for right-democracy.
A silver head, bent low with age,
I ts sad, sweet face a well lined page
On which is written, clear and bold,
A mother's love; and if 'twere told,
Great sacrifice and pain and love
Of Him who watches from above.
Ten months ago she sent her son,She gave her all, the only one;
Ten months-ten long, long months alone,
She fought her pain, to keep the home
Where they had dwelt so many years,
With letters few to quell her fears;
Iler soldier's mail, which came perchance
All closed alike- "Somewhere in France."
A lonely task you'll say, I know,
And yet, that mother loved it so;
She had the one great comfort, hope,
Each sorrow with a smile she'd cope
Until another day was done,
Then rest, to watch the setting sun.
This was the time so hard to bear,
Thinking of him way "over there,"Sweet memories of his childhood
A little lad, but Oh, so good I
'
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His quick step on the gravel walk,
Cheery whistle and earnest talk
And then, when dad had gone away,
He made her happy, day by day,
Doing the things which she liked best,
So staunch and true, when put to test;
The hours spent while yet in school;
The steady climb to reach his goal;
With never thought of sport or bride,
His mother always by his side.
Oh, cruel war! has sent its dart,
Of course her boy would do his part.
His room,-she goes there every night,
To see and feel that things are ;right.
How plain she sees him sitting there,
Working his problems in despair;
The fishing tackle on a notch,
And pictures hung with careless touch,
Bring memories to her, so clear,
It almost seems that he is near.
And then, before his own white bed,
She kneels, and bows her silver head,
And asks the Lord to keep her boy,
That they may share each other's joy;
A mother his, and hers, the one
Great pride and joy, her only son.
0 France! whose beauties were so great,
That conflict had to be, by fate
Within thy rich, abundant fields,
Where nature wild was wont to kneel
. Till they were riddled like a sieve;
Oh, why could not thy beauties live?
Thy cities wrecked, in great turmoil,
E'en worse by far than ruined soil;
Cathedrals leveled, works of art,
Whose priceless values in thy heart,
If told by all thy native men,
Would buy and sell the world again.
Do not lose heart, for all things must
By hand of God, be ever just.
In Flanders' mud with red blood drenched,
The nations of the world entrenched.
'Twas there the A. E. F. boy crouched,
And as he drew his sabre out,
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He thought of Mother, way back there;
Her gentle face and silver hair;
A mother, true !-if he should fall,
She'd be alone, he was her all.
Few moments only then were left,
Before he made the supreme test;
Sweet thoughts of home and mother love;
A prayer for her to Him above;
Ilis bayonet to the last notch,
A quick glance at his army watch;
A nervous step from out the muck,
Then "O'er the top" with best of luck.
They crawled at first to clear the wire,
And then went through the German fire.
Some, riddled by machine gun's knell,
Or blown to bits by shrapnel shell,
Were left behind without a chance
To paint with blood the long, cold lance;
But he was there,-he reached the Hun,
And in the first great combat won.
Then from behind-Oh! need we tell?
No funeral march; no tolling bell ;
With break of morn the fight was done,
Brave mother,-God had called her son.
'Twas there they left him, with no stone
To mark his grave; but not alone,
For many others there were left
To sleep the last, long sleep of death.
In Flanders field the poppies grow,
Whilst calm and peaceful breezes blow;
But think of her who waits in vain;
The broken heart, the grief, the pain,
And anguish, if it should be told,
While changing that blue star to gold.
I le sleeps, like thousands, where he died,
To save democracy its pride;
To stop forever slandered rights
And keep on high, The Stars and Stripes.
A nobler deed could ne'er be done;
We love them for it, all as one.
Dear memories we ne'er should lack,
For our brave boys who won't come back;
'Tis true, we cannot pay the debt,
But pray to God-lest we forget.
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HOME AND IT'S INFLUENCES
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By Virginia E. Baldwin, '22.

ETWEEN the Home established in Eden and the Home
~ awaiting us in Eternity stand
the homes of the Ea~th in a. lon.g
succession. Home is an mstltution of God Himself; it is the
id~al of the life of humanity upon which he
builds nations. Let me picture for a moment an ideal home.
On a hill yonder stands a small, white
house. A light is gleaming forth from the
window. Without, the night is dark and
gloomy;' within, a cheery fire is licking the
hearthstone and the happy family are gathered about the glowing flames. They number six. The dear little grandmother, who
has borne so many pains and burdens, is
only waiting for the call to cross the bar
and meet her partner once more. Father,
in his inseparable companionship with son,
is exhorting him in the ways of clean living,
truth and righteousness. Mother, love
written upon her very face, is nurturing her
love-sick daughter, and with her gentle persuasiveness is pleading with her that all
will ue right soon. The younger daughter
is seated at a desk, plugging away on the
three "H.'s." There is no thought of strife,
and what is more, there is no place for it in
this Christian home. Gentleness, forgiveness, patience, sacrifice, and love, the rightful attributes of every person, reign supreme over the happy circle.
J low many homes of a similar character
could ue found in the twentieth century?
yes, there are millions of homes, but what
kind? Where is the companionable father
and the sacrificing mother? Is there a
daughter who consults her mother or does
she, thoughtless flippant, find her only
solace in some alienated spot?
Every worth while institution has its

threatening foes, whether they be few or
many. The narrow strait called "home" is
beset by a Scylla and Charybdis far more
destructive and ruinous to life than the one
which the ancient Romans believed to exist.
The dance hall and the movies are among
the paramount forces fatal to the home.
Civilization has reached the point where
pleasure is the only thought and home exists but as a place to eat and sleep. Amid
the busy whirl of excitement mothers deprive their children of the privilege of the
quiet hour and the family altar, when, gathered about her knee, they learn of God and
of the beauties of music, art and poetry.
Aristotle taught the Greeks that the family was the foundation of the state. Thus
Greece, in a measure, became great because
she developed the home life. Later, however, when the Golden Age was passed, the
home ties, for the most part were severed.
The flame which enkindled the fire of the
state had flickered and died. So now, the
love of home, devotion to family, and domestic endarments are one of the strongest
pillars upon which our American government is founded.
When the home, as it should be, is obliterated from human life, nations as they
ought right[ ully to exist and the individual
life itself become degraded. We Americans have reason to be proud of our homes.
They arc superior to all others. They represent industry, frugality, integrity, intelligence, and morality in their best forms.
Take away the home and commerce and industry would cease; man would have no
spur or motive in life. The home is as a
silent partner in the business of life.
If a true, democratic nation is to continue, the individuals which comprise that
nation must be of the finest type and pre-
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dominate. What is the cause of so many
crimes? Why are murder and theft practiced so constantly? Because, those who
indulge in such immoral acts have been deprived of the proper parental oversight and
the careful teaching and training along
moral and religious lines, which only the
home can give. As so9n as a child can understand, he is capable of learning the first
lesson in honesty, self control and obedience. He has the instinct to follow the
precepts and examples of those with whom
he comes in contact.
Thus, the environment of the child must
be very favorable or the result will be disastrous.
It falls, therefore, upon the
parents to make their homes the kind in

which they would be willing for children
to grow and develop. They must take
every precaution in their training, physical,
moral and religious for the impressions
formed in youth are generally retained
through life.
So let those who have charge over the
home make it the most desirable place to
live. Let those who are privileged the fellowship of a strong, Christian home, learn
to appreciate more fully their priceless
blessing. Let those who never knew the
meaning of the word "home" go forth to
establish one of the highest type.
And
may we all strive with our whole soul to
make our nation the ideal nation and our
home the dearest spot on earth.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE WORLD
By Irving B. Kelley, '22.
HE reconstruction of the world
is now well begun. In this, the
fourth year following the World
War, it gives promise of being
~ the most notable epoch in the
development of civilization since
the Christian era. The Crusades accomplished much. The Magna Charta became
the first tangible gift of liberty to the people. The spirit of the Renaissance beca~e
widespread in its effect. The Reformat10n
led to big development in religious life.
The French revolution became a factor in
the general uplift. The abolition of slavery and reconstruction of the South were
this nation's greatest contributions to the
well-being of the world. All these, however, pale into insignificance as compared
with the problems confronting the nations
of the earth following this late conflict for
World Democracy.
We have seen how an enemy lays waste

tw::J

to fertile and populous land with fire and
sword and yet in a few years that country
is built up on a new and larger scale. That
which was destroyed by the enemy would
naturally have been demolished by the ravages of time. There i.s nothing at all wonderful in this. There is this change, however, in the situation at hand, the reconstruction involves the disadvantage and
disappointment of starting at the beginning
with no compensation to offset. The grand
spirit of the French nation, a nation that
suffered most from the war, is slowly but
surely asserting itself, and recovery from
the after effects of the war is gradually becoming an accomplished fact. France realizes thoroughly that the future welfare of
the country, for all classes depends entirely
on the mairrtenance' of social order, despite
the theories of the extremist.
France has an exceptionally industrious
class of people. For this re<>.son she is fast
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rising from the ashes of war to a new and
still greater nation. Already one finds on
traveling through this country an atmosphere of revival everywhere. Splendid
motor roads, rivers cleared and flowing as
before, fields of grain and other crops com·
pletely covering all traces of the four years
of bloody conflict. Every acre appears to
be restored to cultivation and the peasants
are harvesting their crops in the same careful, painstaking way as in ante-bellum days.
Belgium, another country that suffered
terribly from the war, shows also a wonderfully marked recovery. All the peasants and land owners of this determined
nation are gradually improving their property by their tenacious efforts. The dairy
business began to pick up in 1920, when the
Germans were forced to give back many
head of cattle and the work of breeding was
at once resumed. Even before 1920 the
principal roads were rebuilt practically, the
only signs of devastation being in the
bridges where only temporary crossings
had been made. There was in Belgium
and other small countries in 1919, it is true,
a hopeless situation confronting the starving, fatherless children and husbandless
mothers. But soon the local and outside
relief organizations were able to improve
these conditions.
The most far reaching results and epoch
forming events of the reconstruction period
will be manifested in the development of
World-wide Democracy. The downfall of
absolute monarchies and the temporary
substitution of anarchism and terrorism
clears the way for the development of liberal governments yet to be established.
The disastrous failure of Bolshevism in
Russia has acted as a giganrlit object lesson
to the world. Political unrest is still evi-

dent in Germany, Poland, Austria, Italy
and the smaller Central European states.
Aside from the Irish problem which is also
practically settled, the political condition of
Great Britain is fast being bettered. The
revolutionary agitation that was so conspicuous in France for a time after the war,
appears to have completely disappeared.
To carry on the war each country was
forced to ignore the question of expense
and the only problem was to equip and
maintain the armies in the field and carry
on the conflict. The result of this was a
tremendous war debt, which, however, can
be and is slowly being paid through the resumption of business and the practice of
economies in private and public life.
It remained for the United States of
America, as a climax in the problem of reconstruction to suggest to the leading nations of the world and many smaller countries, a method by which war might be prevented for all time.
While this country
did its part in bringing the war to a successful close, it was not content with its
contribution to the Cause of Democracy
and Peace and has acted upon what seems
a purely honorable and unselfish method of
applying the lessons taught by the great
war.
Our comprehensive plan was to secure a
world limitation of armament which would
go far in removing an. incentive to future
conflicts between nations and foster peace
and security among 'the people of the world.
In accomplishing this agreement among
representatives gathered at Washington,
such far reaching results were obtained
that it would seem that a tremendous stride
has been made towards that "peace and
good will" which was our Master's mission
to bring twenty centuries ago.

Bangor High School Orchestra---Adelbert Wells Sprague, Conductor

"In the hexameter rises the fountain's silvery column
In the pentameter aye falling in melody back. "
We stand, but we cannot move,
We are held transfixed by the light
Of our goal and our ambition,
That cuts away the right.
Darkness, darkness, darkness,
Darkness alJ ar9und,
And the way is narrow, and winding,
God knows what we have found.
Only He can help us
On the path that gleams so bright,
For the sun of our world is shining
And its glory hurts our sight.
We shall strive to reach that end,
That is given us to find,
For, by this we do our duty,
And to each that's been assigned.
Still, tasks we have before usBut for a greater Master now,
Still to the fixed end, we struggle,
And 'neath the hardship bow.
But when we reach our haven
And when our duties cease,
We shall say, "Oh, life was pleasant,
That life-Oh, life is Peace."

SELKIRK.
There piles of tumbling granite,
That raise their heads from the sea,
The sun shines on from the heavensWhite, dazzling in majesty.
A rosebush here, a bit of grass,
A stunted pine tree there,
Are all that are moved or stirred about
By the breath of the pure sea air.
But hark-above the noise of the washing
waves
Which crash on the jutting crags,
Comes the tinkling of some clear, cold
spnng,
That in fun H1e echoes nags.
And down at my feet in effusive
Bubbling up from the deep,
Comes the rush of the clear, pure waters,
That throug·h the ledges creep.
Lo, just the music of nature
And the clouds by the winds pursued,
Are the only companions I wish for
In the depth of the solitude.
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" He Profits Most Who Serves Best."
ORACLE BOARD.
1922-23.

"The Reconstruction of the World," by
Irving B. Kelley.
"The House by the Side of the Road,'' by
Ruth E. Mills.
"Home and Its Influences,'' by Virginia
E. Baldwin.

Editor .... . ......... Kenneth S. Field, '23
Assistant .......... Donald RI Taylor, '24
Business Manager . .. . Chas. H. Sawyer, '23
First Assistant. . . . Robert S. Harrigan, '24
Second Assistant . . . . . H. Dean Benson, '25
Literary Editors ...... Louise M. Ayer, '23
The class parts were awarded to:
Mary P. McManus, '24
Doris Moore and Paul Atwood, History.
Local Editors ..... Madeline K. Heath, '23
Prophets:
Morris R. Robinson, '23
Blanche Bowden, Classical ;
Personals .... . ... . .Robert F. Cochran, '23
Ralph Scherer, Commercial;
Charles F . H. Menges, '23
Darthea Rideout, General;
Leonora E. Hall, '23
Richard Denaco, Scientific;
Dorothy F. Clough, '25
Clifford Stevenson, Technical;
Alumnae . ....... Kathleen E. McCann, '23
Robert Coyne, Parting Address.
Athletics ..... . ... ; Walter F. Whittier, '23
Philip R. Cohen, '25
The fine Senior Ode for this year was
Exchanges .. ... .. .. Roderick Hurlburt, '23 written by Florence Harriman, and the
The secretaries of the different societies music was composed by Virginia Baldwin.
will furnish the debating news.
Both the Ode and the music seem to harArrangements for other departments will monize with the class motto, which is
"Onward and Upward."
be made in September.
The Senior essays that were chosen are
as fol lows:
Medal essays:
"The oal Problem and Its Solution," by
Eugene K. Rowe.
"Prohibition," by Mary Belinian.
JIonorable mention :
"The \Vestward Bound,'' by LeRoy A.
Campbell.
"The United States in Ilaiti and San
Domingo," by Julia V. Johnson.
Those to be printed in the "Oracle":
'·Lest We Forget," by Clifford E. Stevenson.

The Lyford Contest took place on May
5, at Colby College. The two speakers
sent from B. H. S. were LeRoy Campbell,
whose subject was: "Lincoln: A Man
Called of God," by John M. Thurston; and
Robert Coyne, who spoke upon "The Meaning of the Declaration of Indepnedence,''
by Woodrow Wilson.
Hazen Nutter has been notified by Director Green of the Central Interscholastic
Press Association of America, that his editorial, "Endow the Bangor Schools,'' which
was printed in last November's "Oracle,"
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won third prize in a national wntmg contest, held recently by the association. "HiLife," of Great Falls, Montana, won first
place. while second place was given to the
"Scroll," of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
The school rescently received, through
Miss Webster of the faculty, a fine gift of
corals and sponges from St. Petersburg,
, Florida.
It was sent by Mrs. George
Pierce of New York, formerly of Bangor.
This interesting collection consists of various sponges, shells, and some of the most
exquisite corals. Among the sponges there
is a fan sponge, a cup sponge, and a finger
sponge.
The shells, "angel wings" and
"sea biscuit," are exceedingly interesting
and beautiful, and with the corals, make up
a collection which is greatly appreciated by
the school. One of the cases on the third
floor will be used to display this fine gift.
The election for captain of next year's
basketball team resulted in the choice of F.
Wilson Seavey.
The financial success of the June
"Oracle" has been greatly assisted by the
good work of two boys of the class of '25,
Dean Benson and Philip Cohen. They
have assisted the business manager most
ably and the thanks of the "Oracle" and its
readers are clue them.
At chapel, Thursday, April 13,
tet, Dorothy Black, Clyde Jones,
· Dyer, and Everett Murdock,
school song, "All Hail to Bangor

the quarDorothea
sang the
High."

ln a general assembly held Tuesday,
April 25, Coach Trowell was presented
\\'ith a silver cup in recognition of the fine
work he has done with the basketball team
this year. The cup was a gift from the
members of the first team. Robert Coyne
made the presentation speech.

"The Man Without a Country," presented by the Dramatic club, April 28 and
29, was a great success, a financial success,
which put a neat sum in the club treasury,
and a dramatic success, which insures the
permanency of a Dramatic club at Bangor
High. The cast was as follows:

PROLOGUE AND EPILOGUE.
Recruiting Officer ........ George E. Wing
The Volunteer .......... Eugene K. Rowe
The Flag V enclor ......... George Barakat
The Old Man ...... William D. Nickerson
The Girl. ................ Doris T. Moore
The Slacker ............. Carlton C. Bean

THE PLAY.
Lie11t. Philip Nolan ..... Robert W. Coyne
Colonel Morgan ...... Howard Corning, Jr.
Jndge Advocate ....... LeRoy A. Campbell
Lieut. Richard Dent ...... Paul E. Atwood
Lieut. Col. Henry ..... Malcolm A. Tapley
Major Spence .......... Maurice W. Kane
Captain Dayton ........... George Mower
Lieut. McLean ...... Wyman D. Hathaway
Lieut. Blue ......... Clifford E. Stevenson
Brock, a Scout ....... Henry N. Fairbanks
Orderly ............... Robert F. Cochran
Virginia Rutledge ........ Madeline Gillin
Captain Shaw ............ Irving B. Kelley
Lieut. Truxton ............ Florian S. Day
Lieut. Morris .......... Vernon H. Somers
Lieut. Phillips .......... Walter F. Ulmer
Lieut. Cole ............ Roosevelt R. Pease
Lieut. Danforth ........ Frank P. Morrison
Doctor .............. Lester W. Campbell
Lookout .............. Lester W. Campbell
Mate .................. Francis M. Jarvis
Singing Joe ........... Everett S. Murdock
First Sailor ............. Kenneth S. Field
Second Sailor ....... Embert R. Worcester
Thi rd Sailor ........... Richard P. Denaco
Gunner ................. Edward S. Walsh
Sentinel ............... Jacob K. Bigelson
Bugler .................. Gleason A. Rand
Drummer ............ Morris R. Robinson

Girls' Debating Society

Boys' Debating Society

DEBATING
"There is Occasion and Cause, Why and Wherefore in All Things. "
THE

WORK
OF THE BOYS'
DEBATING SOCIETIES.

The year 1921-22 has been a successful
one for the Boys' Debating Societies. Not
only has the enthusiasm of individual members been high, but the societies seem to be
reaching a larger number of boys each year.
The House carries twenty active members
on its rolls and the Senate thirteen. Each
society has held ten regular meetings from
October to April. Such subjects as the following have been discussed:
1. The Value of Class Teams in Athletics.
2. The Railroad Strike of Oct. 30.
3. Government
Ownership
of Coal
Mines.
4. Student Government.
5. Soldiers' Bonus Bill.
For the first time in the history of the
two organizations a team from the House
defeated a second team from the Senate.
For the first time a member of the House
made the regular debating team and took
part in an interscholastic debate. A team
picked from the Senate a~d the ~ouse also
defeated the Girls' Debatmg Society.
The boys' team defeated Milo High
School at Milo by a two to one decision.
We are gradually building up a team and a
system. Bangor High will turn out a
championship team yet.
Debating in Bangor High school has had
a normal and steady growth. What is the
future to be? Shall we seek to extend the
influence of the societies by allowing this

work to count for a definite number of
credits at the office? Debating seems to
have regained some of its lost prestige in
the colleges and among the larger preparatory scholos. Is the High school to lag
behind in this movement? To write and
deliver a debate is an excellent auxiliary
exercise in English. How many students
are going to take the work in debating next
year?

THE

WORK OF THE GIRLS'
DEBATING SOCIETY.
The Girls' Debating Society has held
nine meetings during the year of 1921-1922,
in some of which questions have been debated upon and in others a study of parliamentary practice has been carried on under
the direction of Dean Robinson. For seven
weeks in the winter meetings were discontinued because the members of the society
were occupied in staging the two plays,
"Six Who Pass While the Lentils Boil" and
"Nevertheless," under the direction of Miss
Buxton. The sum realized from this was
three dollars and fifty-five cents, clear of
expenses, which amounted to fifty dollars.
The debate on the Bates League question with the boys, resulted in a defeat for
the girls. The Bates League debate with
Milo was a defeat for our team also, although Bangor did very fine work.
The final meeting was held last spring
and the officers for next year were elected.
There are now twenty-eight members of
the society and all feel they have spent a
pleasant and profitable year.

Girls' Basket Ball Team
Kathleen A. l\IcUarthy, Uaptaiu

Blauche Bowden, Manager

" Welcome, Old Friends!"
The Oracle is extremely grateful to the
many school papers and magazines that we
have exchanged with this year. We sincerely hope that this wil be continued not
only next year but for many years to come.
The following is a partial list of the magazines and papers, with the names of the
schools that we have received exchanges
from this year:
Arrow, Detroit, Mich.
Anvil, E. Chicago, Ind.
Academy Broadcast, Calais, Me.
Bates Student, Lewiston, Me.
Blue and Gold, Malden, Mass.
Buzzer, Baton Rouge, La.
Bulletin, Lawrence, Mass.
Brackenridge Times, San Antonio, Texas.
Blue and White, Trinidad, Col.
Castle l\'ews, Est La Vegas, N. M.
Chronicle, \Vallingford, Conn.
Commercial News, New Haven, Conn.
Carolinian, Denton, Md.
Crimson and Black, Aspen, Col.
J)u buq ue News, Dubuque, Iowa.
Early Trainer, Lawrence, Mass.
Ent ·rprise, Keene, N. II.
Eagle, Muskogee, Oklahoma.
E. L. I I. S. Oracle, Auburn, Me.
E. 0. I J. S. News, East Orange, N. J.
Cleaner, Doylestown, Pa.
Gloucester Beacon, Gloucester, Mass.
Jfamiltonian, Ilamilton, Mont.
I figh Life, Long Beach, Cal.
Imp, Boston, Mass.

J abberwock, Boston, Mass.
Kent's Hill Breeze, Kent's Hill, Me.
Lincolnian, Newcastle, Me.
Lever, Colorado Srings, Col.
Megaphone, Franklin, Mass.
Messalonskee Ripple, Oakland, Me.
Moose-a-Bee Messenger, Jonesport, Me.
Messenger, \Vichita, Kan.
Mountain Echo, Bluehill, Me.
N etop, Turner's Falls, Me.
Newtonia, Newton, Iowa.
Oahuan, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Oracle, Solway, N. Y.
Our School Times, Londonderry, Ire.
Oracle, Passamaquoddy, Eastport, Me.
Observer, Ansonia, Conn.
Periscope, Winslow, Me.
Philomath, Framingham, Mass.
Polytechnic, Troy, N. Y.
Pharetra, Monson, Me.
Pasadena Chronicle, Pasadena, Cal.
Racquet, Portland, Me.
Rah! Rah C Two Harbors, Minn.
Sachem, Old Town, Me.
Signet, Dexter, Me.
Spokesman, Plant City, Fla.
Shamokin Review, Shamokin, Pa.
Sedan, Hampden, Me.
Salemica, New Salem, Mass.
Tripod, Saco, Me.
Torch, Billerica, Mass.
Tribune, Turloch, Col.
Vermillionaire, Vermillion, So. Dakota.
Winnewissa Ripples, Pipestone, Minn.
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State of Maine
}
County of Penobscot
ss.
We, the members of the class of 1922 of Bangor High Schol, being of equal
and rational minds, do make our last will and testament in the manner and form following:
To the Juniors we leave our "Spirit."
To the Sophomores we leave--To the Freshmen we leave space to grow-they need it.
Our other effects we leave as follows:
1. A life size picture of our "Sheik" to
Eleanor Coffey
2. Timothy Sullivan's clothes combinatons to
Philip Cohen
3. A book entitled, "Efficiency- What It Has Done to Me,"
by H. E. Nutter, to
Kenneth Field
4. A megaphone for elocution purposes to
Helen Bragg
5. "Chucky" Davis' curls to
Carroll Dudley
6. The "Oracle's" surplus money to
Benson Davis
7. A velocipede for climbing Hammond street to
Alden Sawyer
8. A book on Physical Culture to
Kathleen McCann
9. A curly w ig to
Charlotte Odiorne
The following articles are left by individuals of the class of '22, to the undergraduates of B. H. S.:
1. A statue of Irvin for the office,
Marjorie Barber
2. My three spirited, though abused, pomes.
Arleen Weiler
3. My knack of whispering,
Evelyn Coney
4. My bull's-eyes in the Rifle Club,
Vernon Somers
5. My effectiveness,
"Flowery" Day
6. The care of my Ford,
Sumner Cox
7. My beauty secrets,
Carlton Bean
8. A complete book of my poems to the School Library,
H. Corning, Jr.
9. My proficiency in dancing,
Herbert Glass
10. My position in the U. of M. Club,
Pauline Granville
In witness whereof we have hereunto subscribed our names.
Witnesses:
EDWIN M. SHORT, Pres. of Senior Class,
BLANCHE BOWDEN, Vice President.

THE

REPORT OF CLASS SECRETARY ON
CLASS REUNION, JULY 1, 1937.
A very delightful class reunion was held
at Olamon on the date mentioned above
by the class of 1922 of Bangor High school.
The . morning was spent in renewing acquaintances. In the beautiful grove back
of the tannery, the class again assembled.
Many came in their cars. Hazen Nutter,
who was the Class Solicitor and General
Nuisance, came in his Lay or Bust Studebaker. He immediately made himself at
home and from force of habit started in to
solicit money to pay for the sumptuous
banquet. R. Parker Denaco in his SplitSeat Reo, arrived just after Nutter, as in
the old days. Soon the parking stand was
filled with cars of ·au descriptions.
Music was furnished in the morning by
an orchestra composed of Franklin Gordon,
who plays second saxophone at the Nickelodeon and is agent for the Sears-Roebuck
Steel Reed Saxophone $26.35 C. 0. D. and
Charlie Davis, the popular janitor at the
Lowder, who starred on the polished elephant tusks, Paul Atwood, the versatile violinist. who when not playing is employed
at the Commercial cleaning press, and
Clyde Jones on the trumpet. The music
rendered was very fine, even Clyde playing
with unusual gusto.
A business meeting was held about 11.30.
"Touchy" Short was re-elected President
and immediately conducted the meeting in
a very creditable manner by moving that
the meeting be postponed till next year and
we adj0urn and eat. As this is a custom
peculiar to the class it was so did (clone).
A delicious box-lunch was enjoyed by
al 1 who had thought to hri ng a lunch.
Soon the ground was covered with wax
paper and empty boxes and banana peels
until Leroy Campbel l was moved to remark it quite resembled the Assembly Hall
at dear old B. II. S. After lunch, the class
enjoyed a brief rest and listen cl to a poem
read by 11. Corning, Jr. Howard is a very
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accomplished reader, acquired from long
practice reading Nursery Rhymes to the
chi ldren at home and his rendition of "The
Senior-As Is and As Should Be," carried
us back to the days of long ago. Next,
Agnes Tracey and Louise Nichols spoke on
the benefits a young man derived from the
Y. W. C. A. Louise's charming voice was
heard all over the grounds and Agnes h eld
her audienc from start to finish. Both girls
are employed in Y. W. C. A. work and are
making good.
After the class had recovered from the
effects of the dinner and the speeches, an
informal Field Day was held. Florian Day
was on hand in a track suit he wore while
in school and distinguished himself by coming in fourth in the 40-yard free-for-all, being beaten only by Mildred McGarrigle.
Maude Murray in the hammer throw, easily took first place. Maude attributes her
success to constant practice with the rolling
pin and flatiron. In the half mile, Bunny
Flannigan was beaten by Frankie Morrison, the Ilen Fancier: Bunny says buttermi lk ruined his physique. Esther Patten
beat Chucky Davis in the high jump by a
hair. Chud~y did well for a man of his
age, though. Broad jump was won by Dot
Mincher, who writes "Advice to the Lovelorn,'' in the Bangor Daily News. Dot always was quite a broad jumper. The
relay race between Denaco and Bowden on
one team and Dowst and Dot Black on the
other, was very spectacular. The race was
won by the latter.
Dot was fast all the
way along and her remarkable speed won
the race for her side. Dot in High school
was rather fast, as we remember. McLeod
was excellent in the pole vault and in spite
o( his 280 pounds, cleared the bar with remarkab le ease. McLeod always was go cl
around a bar. Touchy Short was unable
to compete as he was, as he expressed it,
"completely clone· up with rheumatism."
Tapley entered all events but his age was
against him. McLeod's performance com-

THE

pleted the afternoon program. As the sun
was getting low and Frankie Morrison
"must get home and feed those hens," the
reunion broke up. The various cars were
started with the exception of a Hetorogenous model owned by Bean, which in '25
held the record between Bangor and Augusta. Bean was accompanied on this trip
by Charlie Davis. Both of them are quite
proud of the record. Bean was towed in
by George Wing, who distinguished himself while in school by his speech on "The
Defects of Military Training." The class
as a whole, voted it to be the most successful reunion ever held and hope next year to
be able to have one in a location equally
charming.

GRAD UATION PRIZES.
The graduation prizes for the class of
1922 have been decided upon and are hereby a warded. Each "winner" will receive a
beautifully enlarged oil painting of the Relay Team. These prizes may be secured at
2 A. M., on July 5, on the grounds of the
new Athletic Field.
These oil paintings
are hand painted, the work being done by
Mike Shannon, Walter Whittier and Florian Day.
Tn Study- All of us! One and all! !
In Vamping-Eloise "Oh, Boy!" Webb.
In Modesty-Irving "Wellesley" Kelley.
In Beauty-"Winnie" "Winsome" McIsaac.
Jn Acting- Robert "Wonderful" Coyne.
In Work- Dot "She-sure-does" Whalen.
] n Deportment- "Rolly"
"Ilarcl-Luck"
Leveille.
In Blufning-"Lizzie" "100%" Clough.
In
Eloquence-"IIerbie"
"Cowboy"
Glass.
In Dancing- Shirley "O You Kiel" Clendenning.
Tn Brilliance-Henry "Starr" Dovvst.
Tn Scholarship- Wade "Walrus" White.
] 11 Athletics-"Ecl" "Tom Thumb" McClay.
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In
Woman-Hating-" Jerry"
Fisherman" Wheeler.
In Chewing Gum-Bertha "Bertie"
Davis.
In Singing-Clyde "Caruso" Jones.
In
Getting
Acquainted-" Bowdoin"
Bean.
In French-"88."
In Dignity-Howard "Heavenly" Cornmg.
In Typewriting- Mary
"U nderwoocl"
Belinian.
In Talking-Dorothy "Talkative" Galpert.
In . Disposition-Mildred. "Mac". McGarrigle.
In Noisiness-Esther "Rip-'em-Up" Patten.
In Bragging-Everett "King-of-the-Lot"
Murdock.
In Deviltry-"Reo" Parker Denaco.
In Argument-George "Bearcat" Bakarat.
In Smi ling- Arline "Bow-Wow" Bowe.
In Bashfulness-Stewart "Cupid" Walsh.
In Absentmincleclness-Margaret "I forgot" Dacey.
In Childishness-Bob "Cut-Up" McLeod.
In Eating Hot Dogs- "Dot" "Oh! My,
Yes!" Mincher.
In Bolshevism-Orville "Eat-'em-Up"
Hough.
In Art-The Artist Quartet (Atwood,
Barakat, Day and Sullivan).
In
Gracefulness-" Gene"
"Deacon"
Rowe.
In Manliness-Donald "Poop" McGary.
In Stature-Albert "Ringling" Cotton.
In Recklessness-Helen "Maine-Macie"
Roh bins.
In Virgil- Ec!clie "Dempsey" Prescott.
In Heart-Breaking-Chuckie
"Piano"
Davis.
In Style-Frankie "Reel-Head" Gordon.
In Self-Importance-Frank "Puffed-Up"
Morrison.
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One
DAY
m
WINTER,
before
CHRISTMAS, a BELL decided to take
the A YER and RIDEOUT to town. So
she backed the FORD from the BARNES
DORR and turning on the GASS, went
a-CROSS MARSHES, LITTLEFIELDS,
big FIELDS, WOODS, by the MILLER'S MILLS, the PARSONS and the
BISHOPS, toward the BAKERS. The
TRICKEY FORD, in the FOGG and
SNOW, ran over a FOWLE, a FOX,
some GOLDEN ROBBINS, and into a
STONE which broke the GLASS windshield. After many MILES she came to
BUNKER Hill and the BROAD street
leading past the BARBER shop. The
STERN BARBER, a CROSS-MAN, was
NODDIN his head and demanding the
COYNE. But the PORTER only said,
"Have a HART!" The STERN BARBER
picked up his KANE and started to
CHASE that PERSON. Meanwhile the
FORD stopped at the DORR of the
BAKER shop. The BELL went through
the HALL into the KITCHEN. "HOWE
do you do?" she said. "Hello, HONEY!"
answered the BAKER, a GOOD-MAN, a
BRA VE-MAN, and a FREE-MAN. "I
want some CAMPBELL'S
BEANS,
BROWN, BLACK, or WHITE, some
MOORE GREENE PEASE, not MUTCH
COFFEY, some DAITZ and RICE, and
a SMALL HAM, a PINK-HAM, a
CUNNING-HAM. 01-I, GOODE MANN,
your bread BURNS!" she cried.
1950.

Eva Wood-teaching school.
LeRoy Campbell- in the movies.
Esther Patten- a social reform worker.
"Chucky" Davis- a hand-organ man.
"Lee" Hall-a foreign missionary.
"Bassy" Largay-a professor of Latin.
"Dot" Hallet-in the Old Ladies' Horne.
"Smoky" Stewart-in the Senior class.
Irving Kelley-president of the Bangor
Young Ladies' Female Seminary.

"Knowledge 1s Power." Educate your
Ford.
"Blushing is Virtue's color." 0 girls!
"He that wears black must hang a brush
at his back." Especially in these days of
Mavis, Djer-Kiss, etc.
"Stretch your arms no further than the
sleeves will reach." You bet we won't.
Not in these "1.00 down and chase me for
the rest" suits you get nowadays.
"A bird in the hand is worth two in the
bush," or "A trot in the book is worth two
on the floor."
''B low first fand sip afterwards." Remember this, Seniors, when soup is served.
at the banquet.
"He who is born to be hanged will never
drown." I just knew there was· no necessity of my learning to swim.
"Chi ldren and fools speak the truth."
Logically, then all children are fools. How
about this, Freshmen?
"Comparisons are odious." This accounts for the unpopu larity of those Thursdays when ranks are out.
''Much coin, much care." Luckily, most
of us are carefree.
"After death the doctor." Why not
''After doctor, the death."
"Do well and have well." All depends
on how well you do a person.
"The fields have eyes and the woods have
ears." ls there no privacy?
"Gray hairs are death's blossoms."
Quick, Agnes, the henna bleach!
"Soon hot, soon cold." This proverb
sounds like an advertisement for a Thermos
bottle or a furnace.
'What makes you love the seniors so?
The envious juniors cry.
Why, they're the cream o( B. II. S.
The who le world did reply.'
What is that "cream" the seniors flatter
ice cream, face
themselves as being;
cream, sweet cream, sour cream, cold
cream, or perhaps vanishing cream?
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Throughout the
entire program the
girls are attired in
gingham purple
aprons with tan
shoes, while
"Chuckie" Davis
wears a "Tux."

B. H. S. PALACE
GRADUATION PROGRAM
Class of 1922,
Bangor High School.
~-·
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PROCESSIONAL,
"We Don't Go There Any More."

SPECIAL
NOTICE,
Clubs, Societies

or

Private Parties!

B

ESSAY,
"I'se a Goin' to be a Sojer By an' By,"
Roosevelt Pease.

NOTICE!
Those who take
College Entrance
Exams.
Roderick
bas

his

new book, "How to

~ine

--

D

ESSAY,
"Just Tell Me You'll Advertise and I Will
Do the Rest,"
Dick Denaco.

Affairs.
Consult Me for the
Latest

For sale at

Favors

for

House Parties.
Assorted Per Gross,

Pass an Intelligence
Test."

of Dance

Orders for All
CLASS HISTORY,
Goldie Raichlen.

-=-~-=----~==~--

Hurlburt

published

c

I have a Complete

at

E

the Lunch Room.

CLASS HISTORY,
Albert Cotton.

Reasonable

Prices,

W. Mclsaac.

F
Au Revoir,
Madame.

Vale,
Miss ·w cbster.

Buenos Dios,
Miss Frawley.

CHORUS,
"Be Slow and Easy World, If You Want
To Get Along With Us."

G

ESSAY,
"My Eyes Are Songs Without Words, So
I Don't Need To Sing,"
Everett Murdock.

H

Wanted!
A

MAN.

Any kind as long as
PARTING ADDRESS,
"Goodbye, Forever, Goodbye,"
Bob McLeod and Bunny Flanigan.

I

Singing of Class Ode.

J

RECESSIONAL,
"It's All Over Now."

He's Nice.
Polly Tompkins
Oh, Dear!
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Interior and Exterior Finish
Wood Mantels, Art Tiling

MORSE & COMPANY

LUMBER
(j~(~~
BANGOR.

-

-

MAINE

Doors, Sash, Blinds,
Builders' Hardware

l
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E:astem Trust
Building

6 Sta te St.
Up One l ilgl1t

... THE ...
COMPLIMENTS OF

May Gnrran

ffL~ary

Woman's Shop

1

CHOICE MODELS
.. IN . .

~

Suits, Wraps, Coats
and Gowns

..r.................... ._............
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
. . . . ..
N. E. FINNEGAN

......_..

·~ ·~·~· ~·~ ~

i NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
C. R.

I

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

DUNTON, GENERAJ~ AGT.

APenn .Mutual Endowment
Policy on Father

I

guarantees son and daughter an
education, but don't forget to start
your son or daughter an endowment policy which will guarantee
them a safe future.

WE SELL ENDOWMENTS
To the many young men
whose fathers are insured
with us we don't need to
suggest the Northwestern.
To the others we say, Don't
ask us, ask our policy
holders."

39 Park St.

Bangor, .Me.

•...................... ......
.._._..

as well as many other forms of life
insurance. Bring the boyor girl to
us We have the policy that will
fit the case.

W. H. Taylor & Sons
GENERAL AGENTS

16 Broad St.,

Bangor, Maine

......................................... ......
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T::S::E

Beal Business College
COMPLETE COURSES IN

Secretarial 'Training
Bookkeeping
clldvanced cllccounting
C. P. A. Preparation

Compliments of . . .

I

RICE & TYLER, f
Pianos and

!

l...............................................
~~~~~~,.~~~~~~~:~.~ .~~~.~:: .1
When in need of a First Class

Made up in your .school colors, with
your name engraved in gold.

HAIR CUT AND SHAVE

A beautiful, practical pencil.
Simpl, can't get out of order

Pencil postpaid 65¢

GALL AT

Liberal reduction on

quantities. Send lOc

'for I Clozcn
Never#Break
leads, to fit

The smooth blending of art
colors makes this a pencil to be
prqt]d of.

No such value ever offered. Money
back if not satisfied.
Send check, money order or cash, state colors
desired and give name to be engraved.
THE UNITED PENCIL CO., INC.
\18 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

• •••• ••• •• •• •• • • • • • •• • • • • • • ••• •• •

j FAULKINGHAM'S BARBER SHOP

l.......
~~.~ .~~~.~~ .~~~~~~.... ~ ...
.................................

COMPLIMENTS OF

M. HE~HT &~O.
Ladies' & Gents'

I

GARMENTS AND
1
DRY GOODS
133 STATE ST.

BANGOR,

MAINE

II
COMPLIMENTS OF

SAM LEAVITT 1
~

................. ............... ...............................................1
.,

THE ORACLE

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +--+ •••••••••••••••••••••••

Compliments of the • • • .

Penobscot Exchange Hotel
BANGOR, MAINE.

One Block From Union Station

• • • • • • • • 1 I• I• I I I••-+-+-+-+-++-+++-+-++-+-++-+..-+-+-+-++-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++-+-++-+-++ ......... ++-...... • • • • •

THE ORACLE
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NORTHEASTERN COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Tug-of-War, Fresh man-Sophomore Rush, Northeastern College

COURSES OFFERED
The School of Engineering of Northeastern College offers fou r-year coll ege
courses of study, in co-operation with engineering firms, in the following
branches of engineering, leading to the Bachelor's degree:
I.
Civil Engineering
2.
Mechanical Engineering
3. Electrical Engineering
4. Chemical Engineering
5. Administrative Engineering.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Graduates of Bangor High School who have included Algebra to Quadratics
and Plane Geometry in their courses of study are admitted withou t examinatio ns.

EARNINGS
The earnings of the students for their services with co-operating firms vary
from $2 5o to $600 per year.

APPLICATION
An application blank will be found inside the back cover of the catalog.
Copies will also be mailed upon request. These should be forwarded to the
school at an early date.
For a catalog or any further information in regard to the school, address
Carl S. Ell, Dean
Northeastern College
School of Engineering
Boston 17, Mass •

........................ .............................................
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COMPLIMENTS OF
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Of All Kinds.

Gr~~nl~n~ Pi~~.

l.................................• .
40 Hammond St.

Bangor

•·....................
,.......... ·a
,

&llDSD&-fiDD.................................
.
................................_._._............_....

Bangor-Boston and
NewYorkDye House,

W. B. CROSSMAN

INC.

Wholesale and Retail

Cieansing, Pressing, Dyeing
and Repairing of All Kinds.

WOOD DEALER

CARPET CLEANING
A SPECIALTY ••••

work Called for and DeliveredFree of Charge
TeleDhOllBS 436-W 2411-R 61-M 436-Y
BANGOR,

MAINE

• ......._.......-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .---. +-++-+-i;I

Terms Cash

Telephone 153

Office 46 Pine St.
Yard 46 and 47 Pine St.

BANGOR,

MAINE

...... +++-++ • • • • • • • · - - -• • + • • • • • • •
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IwIND SO R HOTEL r~~:6~i~:~··
EU ROPEAN PLAN

CLEANABLE

BANGOR'S NEWEST HOTEL

F. W. DURGIN, Prop.

Refrigerator

F. O. YOUNGS, Mgr.

Centrally located- Across the
street from P. O.·- lnterurban
Terminal adjoining.
lOO Rooms, all with hot and
and cold running water. Rates,
$L50each person. With private
bath and toilet, $2.00 each person

l

"Like a Clean China Dish"

One out of every seven refrigerators sold
is made by Leonard. Call and learn about
the Le on a r d one-piece porcelain food
chamber, rounded inside corners, ten walls
of insulation and other Leonard betterments. Wide range of style and price.
Call today.

l
.................................. ........................................
Maine

Bangor,

• • t • . t I • • t • • • t t t It t
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J. F. Woodman &Co.
DEALERS IN

COAL OP ALL KINDS

Bangor Ice Co.
J. F. Woodman, Treas. &Gen'l MITT.

HOD~~~~x!!~~~~ co.

....• ..............................

~

PARKER CROWELL
WALTER S. LANCASTER
C.

ARCHITECTS

Eastern Cement Co.
Frederick M. Woodman, Gen'l MITT.
Office felephone No. 1
9 Hammond St.

Exchange Bldg.,

Wharf Telephone 263
146 Front Street

Bangor,

BVNGOR, MAINE .

................._._._......................... .

+-+-+-+-+-+ t

~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~~~~---

Maine
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Sawyer
Boot & Shoe Co.

Compliments of

tJ. M. ARNOLD
! SHOE CO.

l

BANGOR,

MAI NE

Sport Sh~~u;~~urAii°'Purposes
ASK FOR

"Sawyer" Sport Shoes and Moccasins

115 Franklin St.

AND GET THE BEST

MAINE

BANGOR,

•.....................
•'•......... .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Slmr &Prilay Sil~~ ~~.

These goods are carried in the best
stores throughout the United States. Buy
them of your dealer. We do not retail. · ·

.••••••••••••••••••••• •1• ••••••••••

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

John Skoufis

FRUITS DttD GO"FEGTIO"EBY

A Good Place

TOBACCO

To Buy

OPP. OPE RA HOUSE

Good Shoes

134 Main St.

27 Mercantile Sq.

Bangor, Me

23 Main St.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • <->
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"VVhi"te P-u.mps F o r G-rad-u.a"ti.o:n.
We have t he newest in Whi te Shoes fo r the graduating
class; also the bet ter q uality of White Silk Hose at
lowe r prices than you will have to pay else where.
BEFORE BUYING SHOES LET US SHOW YOU OUR LINE

62 Main Street

-- S

.A. 1\1.[ ' S

--

Up One Flight

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t • • • • • • • • • • • • @>

··~·1!:~~~~~~~·~· 1~A~!~.~·~~~~~~~~?,~~~.~~:·1
Pianos, Victrolas and Records
Sheet Music and Musical
Merchandise

R. H . SANBORN, P rop.

7 Hammond Street,

I

Bangor, Maine

Opp. Merrill T rust Building
T elephone 2553-W

Electric Clipper
We Sharpen Safety
Electric .Jfassage and Shampoo
Razors
No Long Waits-6 Chairs
................................ ·~

One Price and the Right Price to All

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • <$>

......... • • • • ~ • +-+-+ • • • • • • • • • -+-+-+- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

0. CROSBY

BEAN

STATIONERY, BOOKS, NOVELTIES
PLAYTHINGS
BANGOR, M ANE

1 6 S T ATE S TRE ET

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • +-+-+-+-+-+-+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -+-+-+-+~
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. ••. ••. . . •. . . •. . . •. . . . . •. . •••••t
Manhattan Shirts

Special Values in Made-to- Measure Suits
and Overcoats. We have a Specia
proposition for Suits and Extra Pants.
Our Stock is Complete in High
Grade Furnishings, Hats and Caps

Photography in all its Branches
Amateur Developing and Printing

CHALMERS'
Studio

Lamson & Hubbard Hats

23 Hammond St.

i

•

McCann's Quality Shop , 12 State St.

All kinds of Picture Framing

................................. ............................
E . & W. Collars

Peerless :Union Suits

~

~

<$> +-+-• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ..... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

WILBUR S. COCHRANE
TEACHE R OF PIANO

......................................................................
Telephone 1503-R

Studio, 91 Fourth Street

Patronize Ou n Advertlaera
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"Let u s Feather 'Y"o-u.r

N"est"

EHSTERN
FURNITURE
COM PH NV
BANGOR
ON LOW RENT STREET- AW AY FROM THE HIGH RENT DISTRICT
......... ++-•+-+-+-+-+--..+-+++-+-••......-+-+++-••+"+-+++--+--+-+•+-++.+•• ._........................_.__....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -+-++-+ ••••••••••••••••••••

CHARLES S. BULLOCH.
IN"SUR....A.N"CE
F o r E-very N"eed.
Term- Life- Limited Life- Endowments- Accident- Health
Automobile Theft and Fire, Property Damage and Collision

26 Central Street

Tel. 2026-J

Bangor, Maine

•.................................... ...........................
.
++-+-+--+,
._........

0 .. ._. +-+-• · - . -

..................................... f"-+•++-•• - - ...................................

i

~~o~. 2~~;r & ;~~:rom\V ~t; ;~~ ;tevec';~;;~';YJ
Props.

Spring st.
Bangor, Me.

AT

WHOL E SALE and lW r AIL

Pas tu erized :\lilk, Cr eam , 8 kim ::'lfi lk , Butter & Ne w Buttermilk.
Our 8 p ecialty Ba by l\lilk
!'rices !ti ght
Agellts of Ce le brated Ayredal e Dairy , Tested H e rd
l<' i 11 e~ t I I e r<l of Tlirorou g h bred J e rs ey Cow s i fl Ne w Fn g laud
Qu11ity CoTi os F irs t
W" Have it
~

S!rvlce Com es Next
We Give It

Satisfaction is
What Yon Want
We Guarantee it

i

I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • · .__.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._. ..................... • '-!'

........................................ -

.........._. .......................... • ·.......................i • • •

Oas Ra ges,
$30 up
Oas Water Heaters, $35 up

Washing Machines,
Vacuum Cleaners,

$99
$45

CALL AND SEE US

INTERSTATE APPLIANCE CORP.
18 CENTRAL ST.
.............................._. .. -

PHONE 555
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I)

THE ORACLE

~

...........................................................................
SENSIBLE!
These are Sensible Suits,-the new Sport and Golf Models just comin g in, made with
Bi-Swing and Pleated backs for the sturdy College and High School Fellows; also the p opular
Double Breaster. And just note the prices-$20, $25, and $30-they are most r easonable for
suits of such apparent worth. Get in early and try some on.

Maine's Largest Outfitters
for Men and Boys

Bangor, Me.

.....................................................................
....................................... ................................. I
J. WATERMAN CO.

~

~

R. B. DUNNING & CO.
l
ITMm~~:I~~~~;:~~~,:~;~~~
. I Il
I love to go a fishing,
Ahd hear the waters swish,

DEALERS IN

Garden Seeds, Flour Seeds,
Lawn Seed, Lawn Mowers
Garden Tools, Etc.

We carry everything for the L a wn,
Field and Garden.

117 Exchange Street

Nos. 54 to 68 Broad St.

Mame

Bangor,

BANGOR,

=

MAINE
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G-e>e>d.-vvi::n..'s

Bi11iard.

Par1or

7 Ila nunond S t .,
T e l 8597
F rank D. Goodwin, Prop.
A first clas s bill iatd hall where young men may enjoy their hours of recreation
at either billiards or pocket billiards
Clean and Sanitary
Light and Well Ventilated
Before-the-War Prices
Patronized by Bangor's L eading B usiness M en

•·
~

.....................................................................

I

~

......_................... +-+-+-+-+---+-+-+--+- ....................................
u

GIFTS THAT LAST"

W. C. BRYANT, JEWELER
!
........................_..........................................................
·~

..................... ' ••. +-•............. ••
BAKER & HODGE CO.
If you want anything in the
INSURANCE LINE,
We Can Furnish It
402-403 Eastern Trust Building
Bangor,
Maine

... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • •.

~

................................ .
EDWARD I. MORRIS
27 Central s t .

Fur Work
Tailoring
Pla iting
Hemstitching Buttons

!
0 ......................................... ~

Patron lze Our Advertlaera

Motocycles and Bicycles
SUPPLIES

PARTS

TIRES

Bicycle Re pairing a Specialty

JC>:H:N" VV".'.:TR..E.A.T
9 6 ::13:a:r1ovv S1:.

::E>ho::n.o 4 9 4

'VV"i::n.tls<>:r ::B1oc k

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

...............................................................................
An Investment
that is earning 24 hours a day
and right in your own home town, in a Company you know all
a~out-just a small investment will make you a stockholder and
ret urn a steady income. Keep your money in Bangor.

Bangor Railway and Electric Company
Preferred Stock Yields 73 Interest
Tax free in Maine, on the security of a preferred stock in a public
uttlity corporation cf known ftanding.

$10 Per S hare Down, Balance Monthly

while you
draw interest at the rate of 6% on money you pay in until you
own t he stock. Dividends are paid quarterly.

The growth of Bangor, and increasing demands for electricity
have made possible this opportunity for you to share in the profits
of the Bangor Railway and Electric Company.
T he soundness of this offer is better appreciated when you know
that i t is the result of commercial growth.
Ask any of our employee to tell you about this issue, or inquire
of our representatives at Bangor, Old Town, Ellsworth, and
Bar Harbor offices.

Bangor Railway and Electric Company
80 No. Main St., Old Town, Me.

78 Harlow St., Ba ngor, Me.

Patronize Our Advertlaera
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John Tl Clark Co.

The Habit of Thrift
The thrift habit brings prosperity. It
makes youth happy, middle age prosperous and old age comfortable.
This is no better way to the habit of
thrift than that of the

SPECIAL VALUES
-

1

1

IN-

Bin~ Suirn F~r Gru~uuti~n
All the Late Models.

Bangor Loan and Building Asso.

I
I
I

To the first dollar and every other dollar, is added interest twice a year, at the
rate of 5 per cent.
Get the habit! Buy shares now! You
can withdraw at any time. Ours is the
best plan ever devised for systematic
saving of money. Anybody can take
shares-from I to 50.

All the

Furnishings to go with them.

REASONABLY PRICED

I

Ii.. . _. . ................... . . __.. ._. _.·r l. : ·:~ ~ ·~ :~:~.d~::~.~;~:i: ~: :·...
•

State & Exchange Sts.

1>

+HHH+O O O O" O 0 0 0

l

++H~+O"

0 0

Bangor

j

24 P. 0. Sq., Bangor, Me.

t

!B~~~a~~~~n Prn~Q, i
l
Exclusive Agency for

HIRE' S ROOT BEER

I

I

and

''WHISTLE"
"It's Wrapped in Bottles"
Manufacturers of

All Kinds of Soft Drinks

.................................
Patronize tho Advert Iser•

~

Radio shipments
now coming in, place
your orders early that
you may receive yours first.

. .-+-+-+-+-+ • • • • • • • • .+-+ • e • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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t
THE LAST WORD IN HIGH CLASS
LIFE ~'t-fJ ENDOWMENT INSURANCE
AT THE LOWEST NET COST

Provident Life & Trust Company
of Philadelphia
EDWARD J. HUDON
Special Agent
26 CENTRAL ST. ,

TEL. 35

•

•••

BANGOR, ME.

Why not make an appoin tmcnt to see me today

••••••••••••••• +-+-+--+-+-+-• .................. +-+-+--+--+ ••••••

8 •••
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Don't Be Fooled
Into Buying Cheap Clothes
Clothes for less than the price of Adler
Collegians would be expensive because
they could not we ar and give value.
T hey would wear out soon and your
money would be wasted.
We sell Adler Collegian Clothes because
they wear long, give you fin e style and
top value•
tet us show you our new stock which incl udes the latest styles, patterns and colors•

••
•••
•

l
l
••

$35-$4()-$45

Curran & Griffin
38 l\llain Street

Clo. Co.
Bangor1 Maine

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ....... +-+-+ ... +--+- • • • • • • • • • ...... • • • • • • • • • • ••

I
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<S> • ................................................. ~

COMPLETE

The

Dole Company

j OUTFITTERS

+

t

Eloctrical En[inoors
ano Contractors

FOR THE

Et'-JTIRE FAMILY

!

THE OUTLET CORP.

!
l

Lighting .Fixtures and .7fppliances
TEL. 1253-W

•

I

Because of knowledge, experience,
workmanship, and a few other qualifications are enabled to do house
wiring or any other kind of electric
work as it should be donesafely, neatly, quickly, cheaply, and
sa tis fa ctoril y.

91 Main St.,

Office and Salesroom,
6l Main Street
Tel. 74

Bangor, Me.

1................ +-+-+-t-+++-+-+~~···········~
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.....-.-~~
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When in need of a Haircut or Shave visit

MASON'S BARBER SHOP
20 Hammond Street

Daniel H. Mason

............ +-+-• • • • • • • • • • +-+-+--+-+-+- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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We announce the arrival of a carefully selected assortment of

Fashion Park and Morse Made Clothes
FC>FL G-FL.A..::I:>U.A.TXC>N"

BENOIT-MUTTY CO.,

.

THE STORE OF QUALITY AND PROGRESS

1 9 1 E:X::.C:EI.A..N"G-E S T . ,

......... ............................

::£3.A..N"G-C>FL, J.V.I:E.

.. • • • • • ++-+-+-+++-+-+-+-++-+--+-+-+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

l~

' .WOOD.

t

(Next to Bangor Savings Bank)

·COAL·

ACONG.ROBINSONCO·

i

<

13 State St.

Furbush Printing Co.
Solicit High School Patronage
Excellent Work, Prices Right

108 Exchange St., Bangor

0 ........................................... ••

•
• •••••••••••••••••• ' ••••••••••••

~~----------------------------------..;...
Patron i:te Cur Advertiaera

~

.......................................................................... .
The Diamond Flexible Metal Weather Strip
Keeps out dust, dirt, and storm.

Does away with outside windows.

H. C. Hicks, Builder
73 Center Street

Bangor, Maine

.................... .....................................................

.
.
.
.
.
·············1
Street's Leading Cafe

~·

·~

~························· ·············~···••••-+-+-•

FREY'S---Central

If you want a Nice Dinner or a Quick Lunch try us
We are Headquarters for

BROILED LIVE LOBSTERS, BAKED STUFFED, SALADS,
STEAKS, CHOPS AND FISH
LADIES' DINING ROOM UPSTAIRS

FREY S CAFE
1

I

30-32 CENTRAL ST.

BANGOR, MAINE

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • <!>
® ••••••••••••••••••••••••• -

• • • • • • .................... • • • • • • • ................. • • • • • • • • • • • .... •

Eat More at the

High School Lunch Room
Low Prices
Home Cooking

Rich Milk

Pure Ice Cream
Made at the
School

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...._._.._.. . . . . . . . . ®
Patronize Our Advertlaara

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

COMPLIMENTS OF

BANGOR HOUSE
H. C. CHAPMAN HOTEL CO.
H. A. CHAPMAN, Manager

I

H. W. CHAPMAN,

I! ••••••••••••••••••••

P. C. RICH,

Market

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
H. R. LEWIS & COO

ST0V.ES

We handle live Maine
shore fish, the best that
money can buy. • • • •

Ranges and Pipeless Furnaces,
Tin Ware, Galvanized Ware,
Enamel Ware, Etc.

FRESH AND SALT FISH
OF ALL KINDS

METAL ROOFING

t

t

................. ...............t ...................................

75 PICKERING SQUARE

........

.

tit • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

fl• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

f Cox Seafood

Associate Managers

41 Pickering Sq.,

Bangor, Me.

...........Y0U:L'{. LE~ ~~~:~:a~,:~~~:,:~~~:~~~:~,::,~~:. 'f
RESTAURANl

were when you entered and seated yourself at

,l,l\-'1]l\-ii\'\\11

one of our tabl es . In fact your highest anticipations of. a fine meal wi ll be more than realized.

mi

:l!!!IM-'«l""lllllll

I\

l

~

~\ \J)J \\llti \1

~

than that of t he day before if possible.

~
(7'1(,'

better than your best anticipations.

~

I

We always aim to make each day's service be tter
That's

why a dinner, supper or luncheon here is always

RUSSELL'S BUSINESS MEN'S LUNCH

............................................................................ I

Patronize Ou l"\ Advertisers

0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• _._....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

POTTED PU:-\N rs
Evervtl1ing Thev Grow
Received Dailv

SE~VEY'S

FRANK
BROS.
NEIGHBORHOOD STORE
145 State St.
Ever Sharp Pencils,

School Supplies.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • +-+-+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • +-+-+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ (~)

0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Central Dairy Co •
Wholesale and Retail

101 Central s.treet
Bangor, Mame.
Cream, Milk, Butter, etc.

Phone 2776-W

..................... ................................................... <»

l
0

•••

~;~~:e:; ~:~;

:; .R
.. ·I;c'.e.. ;s·.. .M
.. ·u·. s.·I:.c.. ·s·..h..0..p.... ·;;a·c~:~: ·~::i:· .. ,

Latest Popular
Music

and
Musical Mdse.

l 5 Central Street
.A..eo1ia:n.

~oca1i:n.

a:n.d. ::El.ecord.s

....................................................................... 0

0. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Paint, varnishes,
Brushes, Bronzes,
etc.

Northern Pal.Ill CO

,,

lllC • Manufacturers,
Wholesalers,
Importers

House of Supreme Qualty

Boston, Mass.

65 Pearl st .

P.

o.

Square

Bangor, Maine

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0
............................................................ $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

+-+-+-+ . . . . . . . . . . . . ...............

"VV"e S a y G-o 1:0

CC>N".A.N"T'S
for "Best Things for the Farm and Country Home"
c . 1\1.C. Co:n.a:n.1: Co., :i.a2-:i.0a ::Broad. S1:., ::Sa:n.gor, iv.ce •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. ............_._................................. +-+-+-+ ...................... . .

•
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YEA~S ~LEADER

CIGAR

•

•

MILD

•

~··~·'@£'.

................................................................................
Patronlz• Our Advertlaera

I

•............W'.'J.Ch~;~;:~. B·~~b~;. ·s~·~~ .............I
Formerly Chadbourne's Barber Shop
mJdroved Electric Clipper7

9 CENTRAL STREETElectrical or Hand M a ssage

All Star Crew

(4 Chairs)
PATRONIZE CHERRY'S

I

BANGOR

• -+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++ •••••• ·+--+-+-+-+. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••• <S>

.........................·-.........................................I
This is a Neighborhood Store
DON'T GO BY- COME BUY

The Corner Grocery
C. F. WINCHESTER

Tel. 1160

183 Park St.

l.................................

++-+-+-+-+--+-+-+++++++-.........._,,._._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

•...... .....

·-·-~·

............... ,_., ....................'"1
Mandarin and
American Style

Telephone
Connection

Oriental Restaurant
Shopper's Novelty Luncheon

T!te /Jome of Pro11tpt, Ejjic£ent aud Courteous Service
Catering to Banquets, A utomobile and Private Parties a Specialty

+

i

Bangor, Maine

209 Exchange St•

• • • • • •• • • • •• •

•+-+-~-+-+--- •

I

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ®

Patronize Our Advertlaere
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Representative Bangor Wholesale Food Dealers

I. R. Savage Company

Thurston & Kingsbury Co.

Wholesale Grocers

Wholesale Grocers

20 Broad Street

T. & K. Specialties
50 Broad Street

Charles Hayward & Co.

C. H. Rice Company

Wholesale Grocers

195 Broad Street

73 Broad Street

Sawyer Bros. Co.

Compliments of

Wholesale Grocers

Geo. W. Wescott

112 Broad Street

Bangor Farmers Union

John Cassidy Company
Wholesale Grocers

Grain, Feed, Flour, and Groceries

101 Broad Street

206 Broad Street

Bangor Egg Company, Inc.

Merchants Produce Co.

Wholesale Fruit and Produce
Dealers

•

Nuts, Dates and Figs
120 BROAD STREET

92 Broad Street

Compliments of

C. H. SAVAGE CO.

Alfred Jones' Sons

Wholesale

AND

Fruit and Produce

Jones' Seafood Market

62 Pickering Sq. and 83 Broad St.

• • • • • • • I I I • I • • • • •

e e e e e+ o o o e e

0 0 0 0 0

e

+·-+-+-++-++++ • + + + .......-.........

P•tron lze Our Advertlaera

e e ••

0 • • • ~+-

I

.......................................................................................
Representative Bangor Automobile Dealers

Bangor Motor Co.

Dirigo rlotor Co.

Cadillac Sales and

Hupmobile Sales and Service

Service

141 State Street

Henley=Kimball Co.

Compliments of

Hudson and Essex Motor Cars

Peerless Motor Co.

May and Summer Sts.

E. E. Lovejoy, Distributor

Telephone Z800

Packard Automobile
Company
of Bangor

Distributors

~

Buick Sales and Service

Bangor, Maine

L. C. Atwood

'

Bangor, Maine

Knowles & Dow Co.

Willys=Knight

Post Office Square

,'
,
ti
it

Authorized Ford
Sales and Service
Hancock and Oak Sts.

E. E. Wentworth Corp.
Overland

The S. L. Crosby Co.

Dodge Brothers
Motor Vehicles
Bangor, Maine

Franklin Motor Car
Company
Franklin Sales and Service

. ....... ..... '" . . . . ' I
I.~~:~;;~~~~~;,;:~~.!~~~

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•.....................
.......... .
,

Compliments of

Neil Newmen Co.
DISTRIBUTORS OF

Stu~~~ak~r M~t~r ~ar~
PHONE Z530

••••••••••••••••••••• •!• ••••••••••

Kelleher & Moore, Inc.
Chevrolet Motor Cars

............................................ .. ........... .......................
126 EXCHANGE ST·

Bangor,

Maine

Phone 1430

157 Main St.

Bangor, Maine

,

THE

ORACLE

•

•

Blouses, l\liddies
Our and
Sweaters for

SBB

~ •••••••••••

Arthur Chapin Co.

School Wear··Practical Styles•• Low•
est Prices.
Bramley Blouses.
6:Z Main
Street

Datn
· t Y W atS
• t ShOp

WHOLESALE GROCERS

• ...............................•.
~·

100 Broad Street
<S> • • • • • • • • •

+--+-+-+- -+-+-+-+-• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Wbolesale and Retail

FLORIST

Fresh and Salt Fish

84 Central St.
Tel. 1781 W.
Bangor, Me•

66 P. 0. Square

................................ .
LUFKIN
U. M. CHOCOLATES Sold only at

58 Columbia St.
Home of the famous Pine Tree Taffy
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • <$>

<!> • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Emma J. Taney, Photographe1

l

L. RAPAPORT

1.5:::7~;~:~~~~~
:~~~;~~~~ :~~~ .!.
............................
~

28 Main St., Bangor, Me.

................................

l

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • +-+-+-+ • +--+ • .. • •

<$> • ............................................ i>

STICKNEY & BABCOCK
COAL CO

ft 'lllith !l'ictures"

<S> • • • • • • • • • • • • •

+

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0

A. J. LODER

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •-•0

+

·

W. B. Watson

"cfay

II

Up One
Plight

WE MAKE THE LITTLE WALK UPSTAIRS
WORTH WHILE

~

+-- - #++---+--+ +--+ • • • • • ~

19 State Street, Bangor
·~

-+-+-• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

EAST SIDE NEWS DEPOT
W. L. ELDRIOOE

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . <$>
<$> t-+--+-. • • • • • • ....... .... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

C. E. PENDLETON
"Everything Electrical"

SCHOOL SPUPLIES
Magazines, Daily and Sunday Papen.
Postal Cards HOLIDAY NOV E LTIES.
56 STATE STREET,
BANGOR, ME •

6 Stute Street

on gor

Moine

.... ~ .... ·~·. :.·:~:: ~~~~~~........~.:i::~i:.:. .

. ············••••-+++++-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++• ~

~. ·i;.~;;;::

PHOTOGRAPHER

Try Us For Your Class Photos
J STATE STREET
BREWER, MAINE
•

•• I t

e

I

I

I

t I I I I I I I It I

I

I

I

I

·1·

1
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Patronize Our AdvertlHr1
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class of
·22 n vou
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alwavs.

CLOTHING CO.
THE HOUSE OF

Hart Schaffner and Marx Clothes

MILLER ANn WEBSTER CORNER

Ct• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••• ••••••••••••••• ••• •• • ••••••••••••••••••• • ••• • • •• ••• •• •• •• •• ••••

HAROLD 0. DOE

Violinist and Teacher
First Violinist of Bijou Theatre Orchestra .
Recent study with Mr. Walter Habenicht of the Metropolitan Opera House
Orchestra, New Yory City.
'l'cl. 724-M
100 Highland St.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
<e> . . . . . • • • • • • • • • +++.-+- • • • • • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • -+--+-+ ............ ....._...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Compliments of

Walter S. Allen

Mano~f~~~urer

Bristol

Cigar

••••••••••••••••••••• ....._._. ._.................. ._........._._..++-+ •••••••••• ' •••••

~

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CHARLES C. LARSEN, Manufacturing Jeweler
Now Located at

J75 Exchange St,
NEXT TO GRAPHIC THEATRE

Full Line of

Jewelry, Watches, Diamonds,

Silverware

·····-···... -- ........ .......... ..... '. .. ................ ..... .

..... +-++++-+++• ............................. +-+-+ •••••••• -

,.

and

._.

'

••••••••••••••••••••••••.•

'

'

'

"Maine's Best Paper"

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +-+-+-+-+ ••• ' •••• ' ' ' . ' • • • • • ' ' •••• ' • • • • •

Patronize Our Advertlaere
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t

--======F 0 R========-Long and Short Lumber, Roofing
Asphalt Shingles,
Wall Board,

Etc.
====COME TO SEE US====

C. WOODMAN CO.
136 EXCHANGE STREET,

BANGOR, MAINE.

I

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••

is installed in your home.

NOYES l NUTTER MFG. CO.
I 07 Pickering Square
...................................

~

Bangor, Maine

................- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $

..atron12e the Advertlaera

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Cortell-Sega l Co.

For Graduation
Remember

l
•

For the High School Girl
We Invite Inspection
of Our E:xclusive : : :

Suffs, Co~Ts, DRESSES

II

OUTFITTERS TO

High School Students

~ND WR~PS.

$25.00

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
• • • • • • • • • • • • • t -+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+I+- • • • • • • • • • •

ESTABROOKS
CIGAR STORE
Fine Leather Goods
Smokerst Articles
Novelties

24 CENTRAL ST.
BANGOR,

Besse System Co.

$69.75

MAINE.

• • • • •• ••• • ••• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

...................................

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

After Graduation, What?

!.
!I

THE SAVAGE SCHOOL
For P hysical Education

J>repar.es 1nen and women to become Supery1sors, Directors and Tea<·hers of Physical Training and Hygiene, Teaching Games Dancing
Swimming, etc., in Schools,
Clubs, ' Industrii'.1
Plants and Play Grouncls.
Best Courses in Physical Education for l\IEN
Al'.'D WOMEN, and the strongest Faculty in
th•s country.
See cataJogue.
TILe Only School of Physical Education Under
the New York Regents.

t

!

Why n<>t make your l;1·ing by plaving instead
of work?
•
ers.Enjoy life Is you go and giYe •pleasure tooth . Be strong and healthy and make others likewise.
Keep your.self well anu teach others to do the
same.
.Such' is the work an cl life of the Physical
Trainer.
Graduates of High and Fitting Schools admitted
without examination..
Increasing "demand for Teachers, Salaries better
than for grade work.
CLASS LIMITED. REGISTER
NOW CLASS
STARTING SEPT. 15th.
For Catalogue address Registrar at the chool, or
Dr. WATSON L. SAVAGE, President, 308 West
Fifty-ninth Street, N . Y. C.

..................................

Patro n ize Our Advertisers
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New Spring Line of Styles

I
l

FOOTWEAR and HOSIERY

I
................................................................................
MRS. B.

J.

DOLLIVERt 44 MAIN ST.

t

•+-+-++-+-••··············••-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-•••••••••••+-+-+-+-+-+-+-•••••••••••••••+-•
For Graduation Pictures try

HOPKINS

STUDIO

63 SIXTH ST.t BANGORt ME.
PHOTOGRAPHS

AMATEUR FINISHING

ENLARGEMENTS

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -+-+-+-- ..++---+--. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ..
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .... • • • • • • +-+-+-+--. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

OSCAR A. FICKETT COMPANY
Dealers in

Beef, Pork, Hams, Poultry, Fish, Vegetables, etc.
SALMON A SPECIALTY - -

...................... •-+-+--+• ...................................................... .
© •••••••••••••••••••••••••• +-+-+-+-+-+--..............++-+-+--+ • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
t$

Compliments of

t$

:!:
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The W. H. GorhamCo.
lllill!lii'nllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

54 State Street, Bangor, Maine
I.
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Organized 1845

Echo of Washingtonr

THE MUTUAL BENEFIT
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Theatre Disaster

"Th e Leading A n n ual Dividend Company"
The policies of THE MUTUAL BENEFIT
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, of Newark,
N. J., appeal to those who want pure life
msurance, with the most liberal features,
and at the lowest cost.
The Mutual Benefit has a record for fair
dealing and liberal treatment of policy holders unexcelled in life insurance history.
Its premiums are low and its ANNUAL
DIVIDENDS are large. All policies now
being written are part icipating.
Its Contingency Reserves amply guarantee the SECURITY of the Company and are
annually recalculated on a mathematical
basis.
The Mutual Benefit has never written tontine insurance, consequently n o part of its
surplu s consists of deferred dividends to be
forfeited in case of death or default in
premium payments.
A dollar's worth of life insurance is fur nished to each policyholder for every dollar

Prob a bly the first personal accident claim
paid as a result of th e Knic k erbocke r Theatre d isaster in Washington, in which 97
persons w e r e kill e d, was that of Louis W.
Strayer, a prominent W a sh ington newspaper
corre s pondent.
On Ma y 2 0, 1920, Mr. Strayer was issued
a n accid e nt policy, w ith a principal sum of
$1 8,000. Th e pol icy provided double in demn ity in e v e nt ac c id e nt causing injury resulte d from " collap s e of any bu ilding."
Policy a lso provd e d for return of all prem iums paid in eve nt of acc idental death.

Proof of Joss was submitted to the Washington office of the company on Thursday,
February 2nd, and draft for $36,105, being
double the principal sum plus premiums
paid, was handed the beneficiaries the same
afternoon. Mr. Strayer was a widower and
the beneficiaries under his policy were his
two daughters, the youngest of whom became of age about six months ago.
Pearl & Dennett Co. of this city, write the
most liberal form of accident and health
policy, paying all the way from double in demnities for accidental death to weekly
payment of salary for a few days' illness at
home from cold or any other cause. If you
have dependants and your salary is of any
importance to you, you cannot afford to be
wi1 hout th is insurance.

paid bye.h t .
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HA WES, General Agent,
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City Hall Building,
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Cutting and Shaving for Brotner or Dad
Mud Massage, Electric
Massage, Shampooing
5 Chairs, Real Barbers
to doll you up. •

211 HARLOW ST.

NORTHUP'S BARBER SHOP

j
..................................
21 Central St.,

Bangor, Me.
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The Largest

Mill and Lumbering
Supply

House

in

New England is

Snow and Nealley Co.
Located at

Maine.
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